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Biographical Sketch

Heinz Peter Oberlander was a Canadian architect and Canada’s first professor of urban and regional planning. He enjoyed four decades of teaching, research and public service in Canada. He became the founding Director of the UBC School of Community and Regional Planning, the founding Director of the Centre for Human Settlements, and a Member of the Order of Canada.

Oberlander, OC, PhD FRAIC LLD (HON), was born in Vienna, Austria on November 29, 1922. He emigrated with his family to Canada in 1940 to escape Nazi-occupied Europe and earned a Bachelor of Architecture degree in 1945 at the School of Architecture at McGill University. Oberlander became the first Canadian to earn a Master of City of Planning degree from Harvard’s Graduate School of Design in 1947 and subsequently, in 1957, became the first Canadian to obtain a Doctorate in Regional Planning from Harvard. After graduation from Harvard, Oberlander worked first in England before returning to Canada in July 1948 to work for the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation’s Department of Research and Education. There he wrote a brief to the Massey Commission on the need for federal government fellowship support of the arts and sciences. The brief prompted UBC President, Dr. Norman MacKenzie, to ask Oberlander to launch Canada’s first professional program in Community and Regional Planning (SCARP), established in 1954.

Oberlander became the founding Director of the UBC School of Community and Regional Planning and subsequently founding Director of the Centre for Human Settlements, devoted to planning research. From 2001 to 2002, he served as chair of the Applied Planning Assistant Program Advisory Committee, which provided advice in setting up the APA Program at Langara College. From 1995 Oberlander served as Adjunct Professor in Political Science at Simon Fraser University. He was concurrently UBC Professor Emeritus in Community and Regional Planning until his death.

Oberlander’s commitment to public service work in British Columbia and Canada included being the co-founder of the Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board in 1949. He was also Chair of Vancouver’s Town Planning Commission in 1967 until he resigned in opposition to the city’s ill-fated freeway plans for Downtown Vancouver. In 1970, Oberlander served at the federal level for three years as the inaugural Secretary (Deputy Minister) of the newly established Federal Ministry of State for Urban Affairs. During
his three-year tenure, he created a process of tri-level consultation on urban
development among federal/provincial/municipal governments for the planned re-use
of redundant federal lands for local community needs. These areas included
Vancouver’s Granville Island and Toronto's Harbourfront.

Between 1998 and 2008, Oberlander also served as a Federal Citizenship Court Judge.
Oberlander’s international public service began in 1952 with work on a three-member
team assembled by the United Nation's Centre for Housing, Building and Planning in
New York. In 1958 he was asked by the UN to assist Ghana in developing a national
housing policy. Later in 1976, Oberlander created the UBC Centre for Human
Settlements, which served as a depository for audio-visual materials from the 1976 UN
Conference on Human Settlements (Habitat I). Between 1980 and 1990, Oberlander
served on the Canadian delegations to the UN Commission’s annual meetings on
Human Settlements in Nairobi, Kenya. In 1996 he was appointed Special Assistant to
Dr. Wally N'Dow, Secretary-General for the Habitat II conference in Istanbul, Turkey. In
the early years of the new millennium, Oberlander became instrumental in securing
Vancouver, BC, as the 2006 UN-Habitat World Urban Forum (WUF 3).

In the 1960s, Oberlander worked extensively with Thompson, Berwick and Pratt, an
architectural and planning firm in Vancouver. During the 1990s, Oberlander maintained
his professional involvement as Associate Partner with Downs/Archambault and
Partners (now DA Architects & Planners) in Vancouver.

His many awards included an Honorary Doctorate from UBC in 1998, the President’s
Lifetime Achievement Award of the Canadian Institute of Planners at its inaugural
presentation in 2006, a Civic Merit Award from the City of Vancouver in 2008 and
posthumously, the United Nations Scroll of Honour Award on World Habitat Day,
October 4, 2009, for his work and dedication in improving global urban living
conditions.

Oberlander married architect and fellow Member of the Order of Canada Cornelia
Hahn in 1953. The pair collaborated extensively on professional projects throughout
their marriage until his death on December 27, 2008.

**Scope and Content**

The fonds consists of personal and professional materials created and collected by H.
Peter Oberlander. The fonds is divided into six series: Personal series (1943-2012);
Teaching Materials series (1974-2007); Lectures, Conferences and Writings series (1950-
2006); Professional Life series (1951-2010); Photographs series (1960-1996); Audiovisual
The Lectures, Conferences and Writings series is divided into five sub-series: Various Lectures, Conferences and Writings (1950-2008); Houser (1947-2001); Human Solidarity (1994-2010); World Urban Forum (2003-2006).


Notes

Materials were acquired in several separate accruals donated by Cornelia Hahn Oberlander, most recently in 2022. Materials in successive accruals were incorporated with fonds according to the established series. However, new sub-series were added when necessary.

The original accrual in 2010 included minutes and agendas for professional work conducted by H. Peter Oberlander with Vancouver Community College and the Vancouver School Board. It was decided that since these records were available through the City of Vancouver Archives that they should be removed.

The records in the 2022 accrual arrived with no discernable original order, and the archivists processing the materials arranged them by series and then in chronological order.

Other material included 76 photographs, 1 reel; 11 audiocassettes; 11 videocassettes; 6 CDs; 3 DVDs; 1 microfilm; 6 3½” floppy discs.

Title based on content of fonds.
File list available.

No further accruals are expected.
Series Descriptions

**Personal Series.** – 1943-2012.
2.08 m.

The series consists of correspondence, invitations, agendas, note cards, memos, telegrams, evaluations, clippings and notes particularly relating to his time in post-secondary education and various professional roles.

Box 1 (1-24); 7 (1-12); 14 (4-8); 16 (1-2); 21 (1-5); 22 (1-2); 38 (2-7); 45; 46; 47; 48

12 cm.

The series consists of evaluations, notes, memos, correspondence, and plans relating to the developing and planning of the UBC School of Community and Regional Planning as well as to individual courses.

Box 2 (1-2); 7 (13-17); 22 (3-6)

**Lectures, Conferences and Writings Series.** – 1943-2010.
3.30 m.

The series consists of notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, evaluations, minutes, memorandum, telegraphs, drafts, essays, articles, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports and plans relating to lectures, conferences and writings contributed to or created by H. Peter Oberlander.

Box 2 (3-30); 3 (1-14); 7 (18-47); 8 (1-37); 9 (1-31); 13 (13-35); 16 (3); 21 (6-7); 22 (7-24); 36 (2, 8-9); 37 (1-4); 38 (4); 41; 49; 50; 52; 53; 54; 56 57; 58; 59; 73 (1-3) 77 (1)

The series consists of the following sub-series:

**Various Lectures, Conferences and Writings.** – 1943-2008.
104 cm.

Sub-series consists of material relating to the various conferences and lectures that H. Peter Oberlander contributed to or attended as well as his writings. Included are 1 microfilm reel and 4 floppy discs.
88.5 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, correspondences, clippings, articles, interviews, prospectus and notes relating to the creation of “Houser: The Life and Work of Catherine Bauer”.

Box 7 (43-47); 8 (1-5); 38 (1); 57; 58; 59

1.25 m.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to the Human Solidarity conference at Habitat II in Istanbul, Turkey in 1996 and the 1998 Global Meetings on Community Economic Development in Sherbrooke, Quebec.

Records relating to the Habitat II conference are also found in the United Nations Works and Activities sub-series.

Box 8 (8-6 to 8-37); 9 (9-1 to 9-24); 13 (13-35); 16 (3); 21 (7); 22 (22-24); 25 (1-6); 26 (1-3); 28 (1, 4-10); 29 (1-25); 30 (1-9); 31 (3-7, 9-14); 32 (1, 4-6); 33 (2-3); 34 (1, 4-9); 56

13 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to the World Urban Forum in Barcelona, Spain and Vancouver, Canada.

Box 9 (25-31); 14 (23, 24); 22 (20-21); 73 (1-3)

Professional Life Series. – 1948-2010.
7.26 m.

The series consists of notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, evaluations, minutes, memorandum, telegraphs, drafts, essays, articles, newspapers, agendas,
pamphlets, note cards, reports and plans relating to professional work conducted directly by, attributed to, or contributed by H. Peter Oberlander.

Box 3 (15-23); 4 (1-36); 5 (1-32); 6 (1-7); 9 (32-43); 10 (1-24); 11 (1-10); 12 (1-8); 13 (1-34, 36); 16 (4-12); 17 (1-9); 18 (1-8); 19; 20 (1-8), 21 (8-9); 22 (25-43); 23; 24; 36 (1, 3-7); 37 (5); 39; 40; 41; 42; 43; 44; 55; 60; 61; 62; 63; 64; 65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 72; 73 (4-11); 74; 75; 76 (1-27); 77 (3)

The series consists of the following sub-series:

6 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional contribution with the BC Place Citizen’s Advisory committee.

Box 3 (3-15 to 3-23); 4 (4-1 to 4-3)

37 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional contribution to various unrelated professional associations.

Box 4 (4-13); 71

65.5 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional contribution to the Centre for Human Settlements at UBC.

Box 4 (4-21), 9 (32-39), 14 (9-16); 16 (4-12); 17 (1-5); 21(8); 22 (25); 31 (2); 69; 70

13 cm.
Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional contribution to UBC / University of Jerusalem.

Box 4 (22-25), 9 (40-41); 32 (3); 72

9 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional contribution to the Jerusalem Committee.

Box 4 (26-27); 9 (42-43); 73 (7-11)

2 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional contribution to the Asia Institute of Technology.

Box 4 (28-36)

7 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional contribution to the Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver.

Box 5 (1-6), 14(1-3)

SCARP / UBC School of Community and Regional Planning. – 1949-1999.
118 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, examination materials, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter
Oberlander’s professional contribution to the UBC School of Community and Regional Planning.

Box 5 (7-13); 10 (1-4); 13 (13-36); 14(17-22); 21 (9); 22 (26-27); 37 (5); 61; 62; 63; 64


11 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional contribution to Vancouver Community College.

Box 5 (14-29); Box 73 (4,5)


3.5 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, and a political cartoon relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work with Harry Seidler.

Box 5 (30-32); 75 (6)


2.5 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work with the Vancouver School Board.

Box 6 (1-7); 10 (5); 36 (7)


20.5 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note
cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work with Thompson, Berwick and Partners.

Box 10 (6-10); 17 (6-9); 18 (1-8); 22 (28); 75 (5)

2 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work at board meetings of the Sustainable Cities Foundation.

Box 10 (11-12)

13 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work with Banff, Alberta Planning and Development.

Box 10 (13-20); 22 (29-31)

10 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work with Hawaii Planning and Development.

Box 10 (21-24); 11 (1-2); 19 (1-3); 22 (32);

17 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, and development plans relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work with Community Planning Consultants Ltd. Included with this sub-series are 15 architectural drawings of an apartment
house layout drawn by Cornelia Hahn Oberlander for Peter Oberlander Consultancy, 1953.

Box 11 (3-10); 22 (33-34); 39; 76 (1-5)

79 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work with the United Nations, including the Habitat I and Habitat II conferences.

Records relating to the Habitat II conference are also found in the Human Solidarity sub-series.

Box 12 (1-7); 20 (1); 19 (3); 22 (35-43); 23 (1); 26 (4); 27 (1-3); 30 (10); 31 (1); 32 (9); 33 (1); 34 (2-3); 36 (2); 68

11 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, memos, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work for the Provincial Government of British Columbia and the GVRD.

Box 12 (12-8); 13 (1-4); 23 (2-5); 76 (6-27)

75.5 cm.

Sub-series consists of drafts, essays, notes, clippings, correspondence, invitations, minutes, memorandum, newspapers, agendas, pamphlets, note cards, reports, plans, maps, relating to H. Peter Oberlander’s professional work for the Federal Government of Canada. Also includes materials relating to Oberlander’s work with the Ministry of Town and Country Planning in the United Kingdom. Oberlander was there as a part of the Canadian National Research Council in the post-World War II period.

Box 13 (5-13); 20 (2-3); 23 (6-14); 28 (2-3); 36 (3-5); 65; 66; 67
Professional Works and Activities Collected by Dr. H. Peter Oberlander. – [1856?] - 2013.
144.5 cm.

Sub-series consists of textbooks, magazines, periodicals, proposals and reports, documents, plans collected by H. Peter Oberlander during his professional career.

Box 13 (14-34), 14 (25-29), 15 (1-19); 19 (4-5); 20 (4-8); 23 (15-21); 31 (1); 40; 41; 42; 43; 44

4 cm.

Sub-series consists of meeting minutes, agenda, and correspondence from the Applied Planning Assistant Program Advisory Committee Meeting, and program and college information from H. Peter Oberlander’s time as chair of the Committee.

Box 23 (22-27); Box 74 (5)

34 cm.

Sub-series consists of reference materials, research and reports, citizenship programs, correspondence, citizenship promotional material, and meeting minutes and agenda from H. Peter Oberlander’s time as a Citizenship Court Judge.

Box 23 (28-36); 24; 55; 77(3)

12 cm.

Sub Series consists of correspondence, reports, travel records presentation notes, architect portfolios and a contract related to Oberlander’s time as an Associate Planner with DA Architects & Planners in Vancouver.

Box 75 (1-4)

19 cm.
Sub-series consists of materials relating to degrees or awards given to Oberlander. Titles for these include Order of Canada, an Honorary Doctorate from UBC and the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal among others.

Box 60

**President’s Advisory Committee on Campus Enhancement [UBC] Sub-series** – 2000-2002.

4.5 cm.

Sub-series consists of correspondence, agendas, maps, reports and other materials related to Oberlander’s time in the President’s Advisory Committee on Campus Enhancement at the University of British Columbia.

Box 73 (6)


5 cm.

Sub-series contains materials relating to Oberlander’s federal election for a Vancouver South parliamentary seat with the Liberal party. Oberlander was unsuccessful in his bid for the seat. Materials include, speeches, notes, correspondence, clippings, publicity materials, newsletters, liberal party memoranda and other materials on the North Fraser Harbor Commission.

Box 74 (1-4)


63 photographs; 16 negatives; 2 slides.

The series consists of 16 negatives, 63 photographs, and 2 slides and include portrait shots of H. Peter Oberlander by the University of British Columbia as well as other photographs collected by H. Peter Oberlander. Physical photographs are catalogued as part of the photograph holdings under 139.1.

Those images marked *** have been digitized and included in the UBC Archives Photograph Collection.


1 7” reel-to-reel; 11 audiocassettes; 11 videocassettes; 1 microfilm; 3 DVDs, 6 CDs & 2 3½” floppy discs.
The series consists of audiovisual materials featuring H. Peter Oberlander or regarding projects he was involved in during his career. The microfilm is included in box 37.

**Born-digital Materials subseries**
6 Compact discs and 2 3½” floppy discs

Materials on digital media are currently being reviewed, and further information is pending. Subseries include both documents and photographs. Four floppy discs may also be found in the Lectures, Conferences and Writings subseries.
File List

BOX 1

PERSONAL SERIES

1-1 G. Ross of P. Ross & Partners 1973
1-2 Naomi Carmon 1978
1-3/5 H. Peter Oberlander Personal 1984
1-6/10 H. Peter Oberlander Personal 1985
1-11, 12 H. Peter Oberlander Personal 1986
1-13/19 H. Peter Oberlander Personal 1987
1-20/24 H. Peter Oberlander Personal 1988

(continued)

BOX 2

TEACHING MATERIALS SERIES

2-1 UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Curriculum Review 1974
2-2 UBC Planning 425 1975-1977

(continued)

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writings Sub-series

2-3 CPAC / ASPO Joint Conference Community Planning Association of Canada / American Society of Planning Officials 1975
2-4 ASPO / CPAC American Society of Planning Officials / Community Planning Association of Canada 1975
2-5 Reports of the Commission of Human Settlements 1976-1989

2-8 Implementing and Monitoring of the Global Strategy for Shelter to the Year 2000-Draft Outline UNCHS 12 Bogota, Columbia [198-]

2-9 Canadian International Conference Series IYSH 1984-1987 1/2

2-10 Canadian International Conference Series IYSH 1984-1987 2/2


2-12 Economic Commission for Europe IYSH Meeting, Paris June 1986

2-13 UNCHS 9 1986

2-14 IHC ’86 Innovative Housing Toronto Nov. 12-16, 1986


2-16 Commonwealth Conference on Human Ecology 1987


2-18 Israel Association for Canadian Studies Apr. 27, 1987

2-19 A Place to Call Home May 15-16, 1987

2-20 Off the Street / Victoria Sept. 25-26, 1987

2-21 Argentina Capital Transfer 1987

2-22 Lecture Series / Berkeley seminar on federalism Oct. 1987

2-23 Canadian cities growing up under stress 1987

2-24 Learned Societies May 31, 1987

2-25 IYSH Canadian Conference, Ottawa Sept. 13-16, 1987

2-26 UNCRD Seminar Kyoto Nov. 18-21, 1987

2-27 CIDA Human Settlements Meetings 1987

2-28 Lecture Series on Designing Our Environment May 1988

2-29 National Congress / University of Montreal Oct. 20-22 1988

2-30 Roundtable on Sustainable Development June 25, 1988

BOX 3


3-3 UNCHS 12 / General Meeting minutes 1988

3-4 University Extension Association of Victoria Jan. 18 1988

3-5 Canadian Urban and Housing Studies Conference Feb. 8-20 1988

3-6 The Changing Atmosphere World Conference, Toronto June 27 1988

3-7 International Workshop on State Civil Service System, Beijing Oct. 1988

3-8 Institute of Finance and Trade Economics Conference Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Institute of Public Administration UBC 1988

3-9 Lectures for the Canadian Studies Program Berkley 1988
Brock House Lecture May 24, 1988
Reviews written by H. Peter Oberlander 1988
Dartmouth / Federalism Canada / US, Queen’s 1988-1989
French Institute Infrastructure / Lyon 1989
Infrastructure Seminars UBC 1989

(sub-series continued)

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES

BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee Sub-series

BC Place reports 1981
BC Place Minutes of meetings 1981-1982
BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee 1981-1982
BC Place Minutes of meetings 1982
BC Place Minutes of meetings 1982
BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee 1982
BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee 1982
BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee 1983
BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee 1983

BOX 4

BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee minutes Feb. 1983-Feb. 1984
BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee 1983-1984
BC Place Citizens Advisory Committee 1981

Various Professional Associations Sub-series

Association of Engineers and Architects in Israel 1974-1975
International Federation for Housing and Planning 1974-1975
International Federation for Housing and Planning 1974-1975
Presidents’ Planning Coordinating Committee 1975
Ben-Gurion University Foundation 1980-1988
Harvard University Graduate School of Design 1987-1988
Project Renewal Committee United Israel Appeal of Canada 1988
The Global Strategy for Shelter outline working drafts and correspondence for the UN General Assembly resolution 1988
4-12 Harbour Front / Royal Commission 1988
4-13 Lamda Alpha International an Honorary Land Economics Society 1989

(sub-series continued)

Centre for Human Settlements Sub-series

4-14 President’s Academic Committee for Habitat 1976
4-15 Centre for Human Settlements UBC 1987
4-16 Homelessness and the Homeless: Responses and Innovations 1987
4-17 H. Peter Oberlander speeches and articles 1987-1989
4-18 UNCHS maintenance of buildings and infrastructure and its financing and
cost recovery drafts and correspondences 1988
4-19 Summary of CMHC supported activities of the Centre for Human Settlements
Nov. 1988
4-20 Homeless proposals for the Centre for Human Settlements 1988
4-21 UNCHS 12 / preparatory committee 1989

(sub-series continued)

UBC / University of Jerusalem Sub-series

4-22 Canada / Israel Foundation for Academic Exchanges 1981-1987
4-23 Hebrew University Canadian studies Dec. 1987
4-24 Joint Israel / Canada Research 1987
4-25 Hebrew University of Jerusalem 1987-1989

(sub-series continued)

Jerusalem Committee Sub-series

4-26 The Jerusalem Committee statement and resolutions 1982-1987
4-27 The Jerusalem Committee 1989

(sub-series continued)

Asia Institute of Technology Sub-series

4-28 AIT / UBC Broad Based Development Project 1988
4-29 AIT / CUC 1988
4-30 AIT 1988
4-31 AIT 1988
4-32 AIT 1988
4-33 AIT / UBC Based Development Project 1988
4-34 AIT / UBC research initiative 1988-1989
4-35 AIT / UBC / CUC 1988-1989
4-36 Institute of Public Administration 1989

BOX 5

Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver Sub-series

5-1 Jewish Festival of the Arts Society Manual [n.d.]
5-2 The Jewish Festival of the Arts Society correspondences 1987
5-3 Jewish Festival of the Arts Society Budget 1987
5-4 Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver minutes and correspondences 1987-1988 1/2
5-5 Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver minutes and correspondences 1987-1988 2/2
5-6 Jewish Festival of the Arts 1988

(sub-series continued)

SCARP / UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Sub-series

5-7 SCARP Course Outlines Registration 1973-1975
5-8 SCARP Correspondence 1973-1974
5-9 SCARP Faculty Meetings 1974-1976
5-10 SCARP Correspondence 1973-1974
5-11 SCARP Ford Foundation Grants 1975
5-12 SCARP Correspondence 1976-1977
5-13 SCARP Office Space 1976

(sub-series continued)

Vancouver Community College Sub-series

5-14 College planning for Hastings East, Burnaby North, a co-operative approach 1973
5-15 Conferences / meetings general 1973-1974
5-16 A Report on Education Alternatives Prepared for VCC June 1974
5-17 Newsletters: Program Needs of VCC 1974
5-18 Correspondence and reports re: salaries, job action and VCC restructuring 1974
5-19 Correspondence and reports re: salaries, job action and VCC restructuring 1974
5-20 VCC Council / Committee Correspondence 1974
5-21 VCC Council / Committee Correspondence 1974
5-22 VCC Council / Committee Correspondence 1974
5-23 VCC Executive Office Memos 1974
5-24 Report of the Task Force on the Community College in BC 1974
5-25 VCC Correspondence 1975
5-26 VCC Regional Office Memos 1975
5-27 City Council Meeting Dec. 16 1975
5-28 Submission to the Public Inquiry Commission on VCC by the Faculty Association of Langara June 1975
5-29 A Long Range Plan for Fraser Valley College 1975

(sub-series continued)

Harry Seidler Sub-series

5-30 Harry Seidler 1986
5-31 Harry Seidler 1986
5-32 Correspondences with Seidler Architects and Associates 1986

(sub-series continued)

BOX 6

Vancouver School Board Sub-series

6-1 Schools space planning correspondence, requests and data 1968-1969
6-2 Schools space planning correspondence, requests and data 1969
6-3 VSB correspondence 1969
6-4 VSB correspondence 1969
6-5 VSB correspondence 1969
6-6 VSB committee 2 planning and building meeting 1975
6-7 Council of the School of Physical Education and recreation 1975-1976
(sub-series continued)
BOX 7

PERSONAL SERIES (cont’d)

7-1 Resume of H. Peter Oberlander [n.d.]
7-2 “Up Close: Peter Oberlander”, AICP [n.d.]
7-3 “Oberlander resigns over freeway plan” Dec. 1967
7-4 Correspondence from Ellen S. Rieser to the China land use team July 1991
7-5 Correspondence from H. Peter Oberlander to Jonathan Berkowitz with attached annotated manuscript of H. Peter Oberlander’s “Exodus or Settlement?” (2 copies) Oct. 1991
7-6 Correspondence from H. Peter Oberlander to Jerry Lubenow of the University of California, Berkeley Apr. 1992
7-7 Correspondence from Conrad B. Guelke of BC Hydro to H. Peter Oberlander July 1992
7-8 Correspondence to Dr. Pitman B. Potter from H. Peter Oberlander regarding Chinese open cities May 1993
7-9 Correspondence from Ruth Chernia to H. Peter Oberlander regarding essays in Canadian social sciences Feb. 1994
7-10 Correspondence to H. Peter Oberlander from his family during his planning of The World Urban Forum / Habitat II Feb. 1996
7-11 Canadian Architect V.54 N.02 “Backpage the Oberlander family share details of the extraordinary life of H. Peter Oberlander (1922-2008)” Feb. 2009
7-12 13 Biennial Jerusalem Conference “Peter Our Teacher / Who was Peter?” June 2010

(continued)

TEACHING MATERIALS SERIES (cont’d)

7-13 Fifteenth Annual Short Course in Community Planning May 12-16, 1969 Totem Park, University of British Columbia May 1969
7-14 The School of Community and Regional Planning 1953-1973 Data for a Review Mar. 1973
7-15 50th SCARP planning and notes on the 50th anniversary of the UBC School of Community and Regional Planning 1999
7-16 University of British Columbia University Boulevard architectural competition Oct. 2004 (2 copies)
7-17 Planning of the dedication of First Graduation Tree Plaza May 2007
LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (cont’d)

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writings Sub-series (cont’d)

7-18 Urbanization and Canada’s National Parks presented to conference on the Canadian National Parks Today & Tomorrow Oct. 1968 (3 copies)
7-19 “The Teacher and the City” 1971
7-20 The Canadian Urban Demonstration Program Expo on Human Settlements June 1974
7-21 Homelessness, an urban problem in Canada a preliminary report as a contribution to Canada’s program for the IYSH 1987 Oct. 1986
7-23 Our Cities: Step children of Canada’s constitution Feb. 14-16 1992 (3 copies)
7-24 Canada’s Constitutional Tug or War Apr. 1992
7-26 [Draft] Division of Powers Brief Nov. 1992
7-29 Correspondences to Dr. Gerald O. Barney from H. Peter Oberlander regarding the Millennium Institute Conference Jan. 1996
7-30 Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Senior Environment / Economic Officials Meeting October 27-29, 1996 Montebello, Quebec Oct. 1996
7-32 Notes for remarks by Mitch Patten, Vice President of Canadian Highways International Corporation with annotations made by H. Peter Oberlander June 1997
7-33 “Canadian Housing Where’s Home?” Summer-Fall 1999 Vol. 16 No. 2 (2 copies)
7-34 Draft of PACCE mandate June 2003
7-35 “Livable Northern Communities Session” 2004
7-36 UNEP Session Apr. 2004
7-37 Draft of speech at the Canadian citizenship ceremony at Glenmore Elementary School Apr. 2004
MCRI: Multilevel Governance BC Team Apr. 2004
The Natural City June 23-25 Symposium Apr. 2004
Applied Urban and Rural Planning Advisory Committee Notice to Members June 2004
Notes for the Canadian Environmental Network’s Annual Conference on the Environment in Montreal Oct. 2004

(sub-series continued)

Houser Sub-series


RAIC / AIBC Festival of Architecture [advertisement for “Houser: The Life and Work of Catherine Bauer”] 1999 (2 copies)
Pamphlet for the author lecture program of the National Archives and Records Administration Mar. 2001

(sub-series continued)

Human Solidarity Sub-series

Urban Assembly Sept. 1995
Russell and N’Dow Meet Sept. 1995
Mazari / Best Practices Dec 1995
UN special service agreement for the Forum on Human Solidarity at Habitat II Dec. 1995
Earth Pledge Foundation accounting statements / Theodore W. Kheel 1996
“What? Another UN Conference?” 1996
8-12 Correspondences to Dr. Emiel Wegelin from H. Peter Oberlander regarding the UNDP / UNCHS Habitat II World Bank Urban Management Programme 1996
8-13 Correspondences and notes regarding the Human Solidarity Forum at Habitat II Coordination Unit in Turkey 1996
8-14 Reimbursement documentation for UN Trip to discuss the Human Solidarity Forum at Habitat II 1996
8-15 Correspondences giving thanks for contributions made to the Human Solidarity Forum at Habitat II 1996
8-16 Pamphlet on Istanbul Declaration on Human Settlements 1996
8-17 Forum Progress / Russell meets at Tacoma 1996
8-18 Lists / Participants 1996
8-19 Correspondences to potential candidates attending the Forum on Human Solidarity at Habitat II 1996
8-20 Participants that declined to attend the Forum on Human Solidarity at Habitat II 1996
8-21 Fax sent to the UN 1996
8-22 Fax sent to Rose Zamora 1996
8-23 Convention Quotes on solidarity in the community at the Human Solidarity Forum at Habitat II 1996
8-24 Forum New Letters 1996
8-25 Habitat Dialogues for the 21st Century 1996
8-26 Charles Correa 1996
8-27 Participants guide for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996
8-29 Axel Meisen correspondences for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996
8-30 Correspondences Re Forum 1996
8-31 Forum Enquiries 1996
8-32 Eminent persons attending the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996
8-33 Rene Frank correspondences for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996
8-34 Ottawa’s consultation regarding the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996
8-35 CV’s 1996
8-36 Forum lectures 1996
8-37 Phone bills and past billing 1996

BOX 9

9-1 Invitations for Dr. Wally N’Dow’s reception at the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996
Correspondence to H. Peter Oberlander at the Ciragan Palace Hotel at Kelpinski Istanbul for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Dr. Wally N'Dow’s schedule and conference participant list for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Memorandum regarding Dr. Wally N'Dow’s closing statement for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Draft of introduction by Dr. Wally N'Dow for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Welcoming speech folder for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

List of arrivals and participants for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Invitations to Dr. N'Dow’s lunch for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Forum / brochure / N'Dow interview / lunch / discussion / notes for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Follow up or the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Correspondences between Onat and Oberlander and the physical layout of the Ciragan Palace Hotel for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Correspondences between H. Peter Oberlander and Nuri M. Colakoglu for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996


Non-Participants for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Press clippings for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Correspondences, notes, memorandums and drafts for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Forum odds and ends 1996

Forum correspondences from Karen Zeller and Robert L. Schiffer 1996

Correspondences between H. Peter Oberlander, Gurel Tuzan and Nuri M. Colakoglu 1996

Participant papers for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Correspondences left at hotel room key BOX at the Ciragan Palace Hotel at Kelpinski, Istanbul for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Guidelines for the Apple Computer / WETV at the Ciragan Palace Hotel at Kelpinski Istanbul for the Forum on Human Solidarity 1996

Blue Habitat II file folder for the Forum on Human Solidarity with various other materials on past Habitat forums 1997

Correspondence from Oberlander to N'dow, Lambert, Russell and Sergeldin regarding the Human Solidarity foundation with a copy of the 16th session of the UN commission on Human Settlements 1997

(sub-series continued)
World Urban Forum Sub-series

9-25 Barcelona 2004
9-26 Presentation notes for the British Columbia Institute of Agrologists Vancouver Branch Annual General Meeting and presentation notes for the Canadian Environmental Netwerk’s Annual Conference on the Environment in Montreal 2004
9-27 Preparations for the 2006 UN World Urban Forum (UNWUF) 2004
9-28 Eighth International Symposium of the 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan 2004
9-30 Towards Sustainable Urbanization Canada / UN-Habitat Initiatives The World Urban Forum 2006

(sub-series continued)

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (cont’d.)

Centre for Human Settlements Sub-series (cont’d)

9-33 “Improving Human Settlements” 1976
9-34 “Human Settlement Issues 1 Habitat and Land” 1978
9-37 “Meech Lake: From Centre to Periphery” 1988
9-38 “Urban Solutions To Global Problems” 1996

(sub-series continued)

UBC / University of Jerusalem Sub-series (cont’d)

9-40 Israel Studies The Review of the Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies 1988
President’s Report on the Activities of the Canadian Friends of the Hebrew University 1989

Jerusalem Committee Sub-series (cont’d)

The Jerusalem Centre for Planning in Historic Cities [n.d.]
“Focus on Aliyah: 1991 Budget of the Jewish Agency of Israel” 1991

SCARP / UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Sub-series (cont’d)

Report on the Powell River planning project 1953-54 School of Architecture University of British Columbia 1954
An Urban Renewal Study for the West End of Vancouver BC School and Regional Planning Studies Student Project 1 Dec. 1963
Residential Land Subdivision: A Physical Evaluation Community and Regional Planning Studies Staff Research Project 2 1965
Planning for Regional Development in British Columbia with Special Application to Northern Vancouver Island Aug. 1965

Vancouver School Board Sub-series (cont’d)

Information to assist Secondary Teachers Department of Secondary Education Vancouver School Board 1971

Thompson, Berwick, Pratt and Partners Sub-series

Clipping of Dr. H. Peter Oberlander and Thompson, Berwick, Pratt [n.d.]
The Corporation of the City of North Vancouver City Hall Report Thompson, Berwick, Pratt & Partners Sept. 1965
10-8 Squamish a development plan for a site in the town centre Thompson, Berwick, Pratt and Partners Nov. 1974
10-9 The 75th Anniversary of Thompson, Berwick, Pratt & Partners 1983
10-10 Community Planning Consultants Ltd. Dr. H Peter Oberlander & Reginal J. Cave Thompson Berwick Pratt and Partners Planning Division Jan. 2009

(sub-series continued)

Sustainable Cities Foundation Sub-series

10-11 Sustainable Cities Foundation Board Meeting Oct. 1998
10-12 Sustainable Cities Foundation Board Meeting Oct. 1999

Banff, Alberta Planning and Development Sub-series

10-13 Urban Development Plan Banff / Alberta 1961
10-14 1968 Winter Olympics Study, Banff, Alta. 1962
10-15 Land Acquisition Program Banff Townsite Sept. 1967
10-16 Banff: A Cultural Historical Study of Land Use and Management in a National Park Community to 1945 by R.C. Scace 1968
10-17 Urban Development Plan Banff ’75 Progress Report 1 & 2
Community Planning Consultants Ltd. 1975
10-18 Urban Development Plan Banff ’75 Progress Report 5
Community Planning Consultants Ltd. 1975
10-19 Urban Development Plan Banff 1975 phase 1
Community Planning Consultants Ltd. 1975 (2 copies)
10-20 Urban Development Plan Banff 1976 phase 2
Community Planning Consultants Ltd. 1976 (2 copies)

(sub-series continued)

Hawaii Planning and Development Sub-series

10-21 Regional Land Use Study Waialua / Oahu prepared by H. Peter Oberlander, Bush & Cave Community Planning Consultants Ltd. [n.d.]
10-22 A plan for a plan for the Kona lands Hawaii Community Planning Consultants Ltd. [n.d.]
10-24 A planning framework for the development of South Kona lands / Hawaii Community Planning Consultants Ltd. 1968
BOX 11

11-1 Recreation Study Hawaii Bernice P. Bishop Estate Kona Lands / Hawaii 1970
11-2 A New Honauanau Resort Community Hawaii Bernice P. Bishop Estate 1970

(sub-series continued)

Community Planning Consultants Ltd. Sub-series

11-5 Site Analysis and Development Scheme for the Bapco Site Vancouver, BC Community Planning Consultants Ltd. For C.I.L. Properties Ltd. 1969
11-6 A Regional Planning Framework for Laguna De Bay Philippines Community Planning Consultants Ltd. 1969
11-7 A Preliminary Report on the Multiple Use Development Concept for B.C. Wharves Ltd. West Vancouver B.C. Community Planning Consultants Ltd. For British Columbia Wharves Ltd. 1969
11-8 Preliminary Draft Regional Planning Study a Conceptual Land Use Plan for The Laguna De Bay Region Philippines Community Planning Consultants Ltd. May 1970
11-9 Planned Urban Change in the Lower Mainland: Phase One Community Planning Consultants Ltd. Mar. 1974
11-10 Recollections of shared moments at work & travel with Dr. H. Peter Oberlander & Reginald J. Cave 1957-1977 at Community Planning Consultants Ltd. Jan. 2009 (2 copies)

(sub-series continued)

BOX 12

United Nations Works and Activities Sub-series
| 12-1 | Unesco Features Islamic Cairo: Treasures to be Preserved [n.d.] |
| 12-3 | The Unesco Conference on the Development of Higher Education in Africa, held in Tananarive, Madagascar Sept. 1962 |
| 12-5 | Renewing the United Nations: A Programme for Reform July 1997 |
| 12-6 | Urban World No.1 Harmonious Cities China and India in Focus Nov. 2008 |

(sub-series continued)

Provincial and GVRD Government Works and Activities Sub-series

| 12-8 | Barnston development concept proposal [n.d.] |

BOX 13

| 13-1 | Living and Working in West Vancouver, British Columbia An Economic Analysis, as a basis for Community Planning 1954 |
| 13-2 | Future Commercial Development in Kamloops, BC A report on the Planned Development of the Commercial Core of the City March 1958 |
| 13-3 | Urban Renewal for Trail B.C. 1959 |
| 13-4 | Progress Report 2 An interim report on progress towards a policy plan for False Creek prepared by the False Creek Study Group for the Director of Civic Development May 1971 |

(sub-series continued)

Federal Government Works and Activities Sub-series

| 13-6 | Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation 13th Annual Report 1958 |
| 13-7 | Excerpt from House of Commons Debates May 26 1971 |
| 13-8 | Remarks by the Honourable Robert Andras June 28 1971 (2 copies) |
Professional Works and Activities Collected by Dr. H. Peter Oberlander Sub-series

13-15  Map of Saturna Island, British Columbia [n.d.]
13-16  University Archives Heritage Post Cards “Campus Landscaping” [n.d.]
13-17  A Plan for the Capital Region of British Columbia The Capital Region Planning Board of B.C. Jan. 1959
13-18  Regional Planning and Metropolitan Government Proposals for the San Francisco Bay Area by T.J. Kent Jr. July 1959
13-19  [Clipping of] “Key to the Village of Squamish presentation to Dr. H. Peter Oberlander for A Development Plan for Squamish B.C.” 1964
13-20  Toward a Comprehensive Landscape Plan for Washington, D.C. 1967
13-21  Ontario Housing “Happiness is Activity” Volume 14 No. 2 Aug. 1968
13-25  A Brief Report to the Board of Commissioners Outlining the S.E. Industrial Areas Development Policy / The City of Calgary Land Department June 1977
13-26  A Proposed General Plan and Development Strategy Southeast Industrial Lands the Tri party Agreement / The City of Calgary Land Department Sept. 1977
13-27  “Meeting the Challenges of Population, Environment, and Resources the Cost on Inaction” 1996
13-28  “The Self and the Other Sustainability and Self Empowerment” 1996
13-29  “Enabling the Safe Use of Biotechnology Principles and Practice” 1996
13-33  [Poster] “Living Out the Metropolis 2004-2005 St. John’s College Speakers Series” 2005
13-34  “Vancouver Review” Number 24 Winter 2009/10

(sub-series continued)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (cont’d)

13-35  [Enclosure] Istanbul Habitat II City Summit 1996

(sub-series continued)

SCARP / UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Sub-series (cont’d)

13-36  A Development Plan for Squamish Community and Regional Planning Studies Student Project 2 1964

(sub-series continued)

PHOTOGRAPHS SERIES

139.1/1sn Dr. H. Peter Oberlander. [ca. 1970] 3 b&w. negatives ; 35 mm. ***
139.1/2sp UBC graduation procession. [ca. 1960] 1 col. print ; 13 x 9 cm and 1 col. slide ;
35 mm (duplicate).
139.1/3 Dr. H. Peter Oberlander and camel statue. [n.d.] 1 col. slide ; 35 mm.
139.1/4sp Dr. H. Peter Oberlander and friends outside Dr. Sun Yat Sen Gardens. Oct.
1988. 1 col. print ; 13 x 9 cm.
139.1/5sp Dr. H. Peter Oberlander. Dec. 2, 1970. 1 b&w. print ; 8 x 5 cm. ***
139.1/6sp Dr. H. Peter Oberlander with pipe. Jan. 2, 1972. 1 col. print ; 9 x 6.5 cm. ***
139.1/7n Dr. H. Peter Oberlander [n.d.] 3 b&w. negatives ; 6 x 6 cm.
139.1/8p Dr. Peter Oberlander talking on the phone. [n.d.] 1 b&w. print ; 18 x 13 cm. ***
139.1/9p [???] seated at desk. [ca. 1980] 1 b&w. print ; 24 x 16 cm.
139.1/10p Dr. H. Peter Oberlander photograph taken by UBC. 1970. 1 b&w. print ; 17.5 x
12.5 cm. ***
139.1/11p Dr. H. Peter Oberlander photograph taken by UBC. 1970. 1 b&w. print ; 17.5 x
12.5 cm.
NON-TEXTUAL SERIES (cont’d)

Audiocassette Tapes

AT 3540  Canadian Studies Research Discussion by Dr. H. Peter Oberlander Jan. 9, 1988
AT 3541  Canadian Studies Research Discussion by Dr. H. Peter Oberlander Jan. 9, 1988
AT 3542  The Israel Association for Canadian Studies: Peter Oberlander Canadian Cities, Jerusalem Apr. 27, 1987

BOX 14

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (cont’d)

Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver Sub-series (cont.)

14-1   Jewish Festival of the Arts   1984-86
14-2   Jewish Festival of the Arts   1986-87
14-3   Jewish Festival of the Arts   1994

PERSONAL SERIES (cont’d)

14-4   [Tributes/obituaries]   2008-10
14-5   [City of Vancouver tribute to Peter Oberlander]   2008
14-6   AIBC memorial for Peter   2009
14-7   H.P.O. Bibliography   1988-2001
14-8   H.P.O. CV   1984-2010 [incl. 4 photographs]

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (cont’d)

Centre for Human Settlements Sub-series (cont’d)
Habitat Meetings – Photos  [6 colour photographs of HPO and other delegates]  1989
[Habitat, sustainability, urbanization]  1996-2006
[CHS – Habitat Archives]  2006-08
[Habitat Archives – UBC/Centre for Human Settlements]  2007
Habitat Archive  2007
UN/UBC-CHS Agreement  2007
Ideas Into Action  2007
Ideas Into Action  2008

(sub-series continued)

SCARP / UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Sub-series (cont’d)
Planning 500  1975
Planning 510  1973-74
Planning 510  1976
H.P.O. UBC 40 yrs. [SCARP]  1993-2010
Ken Cameron [SCARP 60th Anniversary]  2011
Unidentified photographs – UBC Community and Regional Planning]  [25 B&W photographs]  [n.d.]

(sub-series continued)

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (cont’d)
World Urban Forum Sub-series (cont’d)
WUF [World Urban Forum]  2003-05

(sub-series continued)

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (cont’d)
Professional Works and Activities Collected Sub-series (cont’d)
[Architecture and planning articles]  1947-50
14-27 [Planning publications – various] [ca. 1956-70]
14-28 TEAM [The Electors’ Action Movement] 1968
14-29 Housing in rural Canada – The role of C.M.H.C. 1973

BOX 15

15-1 [Articles by Joseph Zimmerman] 1975
15-2 H.P.O. Personal [Professional correspondence] 1975-93
15-3 [Planning reports] 1981-84
15-4 [Housing – misc.] 1989-93
15-6 Mission & HU [Hebrew University] Speech 1994
15-7 Harvard Univ. 1997
15-8 [Publications re. architecture and globalism] 1997-2010
15-10 Mobile Workshops 2005-06
15-11 Sustainability By Design 2006-07
15-12 [Jerusalem Conference in Canadian Studies] [incl. 1 CD] 2006-10
15-13 [Misc. HPO] 2006-10
15-14 Smith College Lecture 2007
15-16 Urban World 2008
15-17 Can Architect – Arthur Erickson 2009
15-19 [Notes re. town planning] [n.d.]

(sub-series continued)

BOX 16

PERSONAL SERIES (cont’d)

16-1 Michel Chevalier 1971-1972
16-2 J. W. MacNeill 1971-1972

(continued)
LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (cont’d)

Forum on Human Solidarity at Habitat II Sub-series (cont’d)

16-3  Habitat II – Istanbul  1995-1996

(sub-series continued)

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (cont’d)

Centre for Human Settlements Sub-series (cont’d)

16-6  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 11  1979
16-7  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 15  1981
16-8  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 20  1981
16-9  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 21  1981
16-10  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 22  1981
16-11  Land and Human Settlements: occasional papers L2  1982
16-12  Land and Human Settlements: occasional papers L3  1982

BOX 17

17-1  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 30  1984
17-2  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 36  1985
17-3  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 41  1987
17-4  Human Settlement Issues: occasional papers 43  1987
17-5  Housing Canadians: Response and Leadership to Evolving Needs  1988

(sub-series continued)

Thompson, Berwick, Pratt and Partners Sub-series (cont’d)

17-6  Canadian Pacific Railway Facilities Relocation Study: Urban Development Analysis Component  1976
17-7  CP. RRS: A Joint Venture Submission  1976
17-8  Kamloops Rail Relocation: Prepared for the City of Kamloops, B.C.
April 1976

(sub-series continued)

BOX 18

18-1 Kamloops Rail Relocation: Technical Report No. 6 Development Options September 1976
18-3 Kamloops Rail Relocation: Technical Report No. 8 Transportation Plan June 1977
18-6 Kamloops Rail Relocation: Summary [1977]

BOX 19 (oversize)

Hawaii Planning and Development Sub-series (cont’d)

19-1 Recreation Study: Hawaii 1970
19-2 Recreation Study Hawaii, 1970 [Annotated sticky notes]
19-3 Community for Leisure, North Kona Hawaii, 1966

(sub-series continued)

Professional Works and Activities Collected by Dr. H. Peter Oberlander Sub-series (cont’d)

19-4 Barnston development concept proposal. [n.d.]
19-5 Architecture Canada, Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, 1969

(sub-series continued)
United Nations Works and Activities Sub-series (cont’d)

19-6 7 sheets of mat board (varying sizes) with different examples of Habitat logo [2006?]

BOX 20

20-1 Habitat – Vancouver 1976

(sub-series continued)

Federal Government Works and Activities Sub-series (cont’d)

20-3 Profile: Vancouver
The Political and Administrative Structures of the Metropolitan Region of Vancouver 1975

(sub-series continued)

Professional Works and Activities Collected Sub-series (cont’d)

20-4 ASPO General Meeting 1976
20-5 Planning: The ASPO Magazine 1975
20-6 Perceptions 1: Population Growth and Urban Problems 1974
20-7 Maple Ridge Haney, B.C. 1952
20-8 itcc (international technical cooperation centre) review 1974

(sub-series continued)

BOX 21

PERSONAL SERIES (cont’d)

21-1 Newspaper clippings 1943-1945
21-2 Appointment and salary documents 1950-1989
21-3 Personal Correspondence 1954-1961
21-4 Miscellaneous correspondence, documents, newspaper clippings and memorabilia 1958-1992
21-5 Letters to the Vancouver Sun re: Constitution 1992
LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITING SERIES (cont’d)

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writings Sub-series (cont’d)

21-6 International Canadian Studies Conference at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1992  1990-1992

(sub-series continued)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (cont’d)

21-7 Correspondence, documentation and materials regarding the Human Solidarity Forum at Habitat II  1996

(sub-series continued)

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES

Centre for Human Settlements Sub-series (cont’d)


(sub-series continued)

SCARP / UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Sub-series (cont’d)

21-9 Documents related to Lake City and Sea Island. [n.d.]

(sub-series continued)

PHOTOGRAPHS SERIES

139.1/12p People at stairs at Convocation at UBC. 1968. 1 b&w print ; 7.8 x 7.8 cm. [note: written on back “Convocation May 1968]. ***
139.1/13n  Walter and Ise (?) Gropius. 1968. 2 b&w negatives. ***
139.1/14p  Walter and Ise (?) Gropius, Hon degree. May 1968. 1 b&w print ; 7.8 x 7.6 cm. ***
139.1/15p  Walter Gropius and Cornelia and H.P. Oberlander. 1968 1 colour print ; 8.1 x 11.7 cm. ***
  Note: written on back “Gropius’ arrive at HPO residence May 1968”
139.1/16p  Vancouver Habitat Forum site. [1970s?] 1 colour print ; 11.6 x 16.7 cm. ***
139.1/17p  Vancouver buildings. 1972. 1 b&w print ; 24.6 x 19.8 cm.
139.1/18p  Vancouver building – Georgia and Granville. 1972. 1 b&w print ; 19.8 x 24.6 cm.
139.1/19p  Vancouver downtown. 1972. 1 b&w print ; 18.4 x 24.6 cm.
139.1/20p  Vancouver downtown cityscape. 1972. 1 b&w print ; 19.5 x 25.0 cm.
139.1/21p  Vancouver downtown buildings. 1972. 1 b&w print ; 18.0 x 24.5 cm.
139.1/22p  Vancouver – Granville bridge in background. 1972. 1 b&w print ; 18.4 x 24.8 cm.
139.1/23p  Lady Jackson [at Habitat 76 press conference?]. 1973. 1 b&w print ; 24.5 x 18.7 cm. ***
139.1/24p  2 people seated. 1973. 1 b&w print ; 24.5 x 19.2 cm.
139.1/25p  Ron Basford, Lady Jackson, and Norman Levi [at Habitat 76 pres conference?]. 1973. 1 b&w print ; 19.0 x 24.5 cm.***
139.1/26p  Vancouver Mayor Art Phillips, Ron Basford, Lady Jackson, Norman Levi [at Habitat 76 press conference?]. 1973. 1 b&w print ; 18.5 x 24.5 cm. ***
139.1/27p  Harry Seidler with Cornelia and H. Peter Oberlander. 2004. 1 colour print ; 10.2 x 15.1 cm. ***
139.1/28p  Boat at dock. [n.d.] 1 b&w print. 15.5 x 22.3 cm.
139.1/29p  Cargo Ship in Vancouver Harbour. [n.d.] 1 b&w print. 16.4 x 24.1 cm.
139.1/30p  Dr. H. Peter Oberlander speaking with delegates [at Habitat conference?]. [n.d.] 1 b&w print ; 21 x 16.4 cm. ***
139.1/31p  Pierre Trudeau [at opening of Habitat Conference?]. [n.d.] 1 b&w print ; 16.4 x 24.2 cm. ***
139.1/32p  Vancouver beach. [n.d.] 1 b&w print ; 17.3 x 24.6 cm.
139.1/33p  Vancouver buildings from above. 1972. 1 b&w print ; 16.1 x 23.2 cm.
139.1/34p  Vancouver building (Vancouver block) with Gulf sign from above. [n.d] 1 b&w print. 23.9 x 16.1 cm.
139.1/35p  Vancouver church with buildings in background. [n.d.] 1 b&w print ; 23.8 x 16.2 cm.
139.1/36p  Vancouver – English Bay. [n.d.] 1 b&w print ; 17.1 x 24 cm.
139.1/37p  Vancouver – English Bay. [n.d.] 1 b&w print ; 10.3 x 15.1 cm.
139.1/38p  Vancouver (?) house [n.d.] 1 b&w print ; 24.9 x 18.2 cm.
139.1/39p  Vancouver – port with North Vancouver in background. [n.d.] 1 b&w print; 15.7 x 23.3 cm.
139.1/40p  Vancouver skyline. [n.d.] 1 colour print; 8.2 x 11.8 cm.
139.1/41p  Vancouver trees with buildings. [n.d.] 1 b&w print; 24.5 x 16.7 cm.
139.1/42p  Vancouver with Point Grey in background. [n.d.] 1 b&w print; 9.6 x 24.2 cm.
139.1/43p  Vancouver with Stanley Park and mountains. [n.d.] 1 b&w print; 15.8 x 23.2 cm.

(series continued)

NON-TEXTUAL MATERIALS SERIES

7” Reel

AT 3836  Dr. Peter Oberlander on CBC [?]. [n.d.]
Audiocassette Tapes

AT 3837  Harvard University Centre for Jewish Studies Dinner Meeting, New York City, June 3, 1975.

Compact Disc

AT 3839  UBC/UN HABITAT. [n.d.]

Videocassette Tapes

VT 2354  Habitat II – Promotional videocassette, brochure, 6 related postcards, notepad, and pin. 1996. [NOTE THIS VIDEOCASSETTE IS HOUSED WITH THE OVERSIZE MATERIALS – 32 cm x 32 cm.]

DVDs

VT 2357  Dr. Peter Oberlander – Modernist Interview. [n.d.]

(continued)
BOX 22

PERSONAL SERIES (Cont’d)

22-1  [Town and Country Planning Summer School], 1955
22-2  [Letter], 1993

(continued)

TEACHING MATERIALS SERIES (Cont’d)

22-3  [School of Architecture Thesis], 2000
22-4  [Thesis Supervision], 2003
22-5  [H. Peter Oberlander Medal Correspondence], 1996-2003
22-6  [Letter from René Ragetli], 1995

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (Cont’d)

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writings Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-8   [Water and Environment Conference], 1975, 2000
22-9   Australia Trip, 1998
22-10  [Conference Correspondence], [1971?], 1998-2004
22-11  [Israel Conferences], 2000
22-14  Fifth Annual World Bank Conference on Environmentally and Socially Sustainable Development, 1997
22-15  [We the Peoples Citizens Conference], 1995
22-16  [Metropolitan Governance Paper for Jerusalem Conference], 2000
22-17  [Fog Collection Paper for Jerusalem Conference], 2000
22-18  [Japan Seminars and Symposium], 1987
22-19  [Future of Cities Call for Papers], 2007

(sub-series continued)
World Urban Forum Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-20 [SFU World Urban Forum], 2003
22-21 [World Urban Forum Invitation], 2006

Human Solidarity Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-22 [Human Solidarity Panel Correspondence], 1998
22-23 [Human Solidarity], 1998
22-24 [Forum on Human Solidarity], 1997

(series continued)

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

Centre for Human Settlement Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-25 [UBC Toward the Pacific Century], 1988

SCARP/ UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-26 An Application in Support of a Grant for a Program of Continuing Education in Urban Affairs, 1967
22-27 [UBC Community and Regional Planning], 1967-1968

(sub-series continued)

Thompson, Berwick, Pratt and Partners Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-28 [TBP&P and ICU], 1974-1976

(sub-series continued)

Banff, Alberta Planning and Development Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-29 Development Proposals for BLKS. 19,20,28, 36,38 and ‘S’ Banff/ Alberta, 1963
22-31 Parkette Are Development Proposals Banff/ Alberta, 1963
Hawaii Planning and Development Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-32 Oahu Hawaii Regional Landuse Study, [n.d.]

Community Planning Consultant Ltd. Sub Series (Cont’d)

22-33 A Program of Residential Landuse and Zoning Regulations for Kelowna, BC, 1964
22-34 Civic Centre Site Study Vernon, BC, 1964 [stored in Oversize Box 19]

(sub-series continues)

United Nations Works and Activities Sub-series (Cont’d)

22-35 Habitat, 1976
22-36 Mementos – Habitat #1, 1976
22-37 [Habitat], 1976
22-38 [Agenda for International Training], 1961
22-39 Habitat II, 1996
22-40 [Habitat Forum Pamphlet], 1976
22-41 [Habitat II Planning], 1993
22-42 [Habitat II Vancouver Colloquium], 1996
22-43 [Habitat II], 1995-1996

BOX 23

23-1 [Newspapers and Correspondence], 1998-2002

(sub-series continued)

Provincial and GVRD Government Works and Activities Sub Series (Cont’d)

23-2 [Vancouver Planning], 1997-1999
23-3 [Rainfall Information], [n.d.]
23-4 [Tumbler Ridge Community Development], 1976-1983
23-5 Greater Vancouver Regional District, 2000
Federal Government Works and Activities Sub-series (cont’d)

23-6 Privacy as a Factor in Spacing Residential Buildings and Related Site Development, 1966
23-7 Space Between Buildings as a Means of Preventing The Spread of Fire, 1963
23-8 [Toronto Waterfront Park], 1973
23-9 [Ministry of State for Urban Affairs Canada], 1973-1975
23-10 National Tri-Level Conference Federal Briefing Book, 1973
23-11/12 [The Ministry of State for Urban Affairs], 1969-1973
23-13 Performance Standards for Space and Site Planning for Residential Development, 1963
23-14 [Ministry of State for Urban Affairs Discussion Paper], 1972

Professional Works and Activities Collected by Dr. H. Peter Oberlander Sub Series (Cont’d)

23-15 [Planning Publicity and Reference], 1972-1998
23-16 [UBC Plans], 2000-2001
23-17 [Development in Developing Countries], [1998?]
23-18 [Urban Housing in Canada], [n.d.]
23-19 [Plan for North East Polder], [n.d.]
23-20 [Feasibility Study], 1990
23-21 [Modernism], [n.d.]

Langara Applied Planning Assistant Program Sub Series

23-22 [Langara Applied Planning Assistant Program Advisory Committee], 2001
23-23 [Langara APA Information], 2002
23-24 [Langara College], 2002
23-25 Langara, 2001
23-26 [APA Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes and Correspondence], 2001-2002
23-27 [Applied Planning Assistant Program], 2001-2002
Citizenship Judge Sub Series

23-28 [Citizenship Court Judge Reference Materials], 1998-2004
23-29 [Citizenship of Canada Act Reform], 1998
23-30 [Citizenship Judge Roles], 1998-2004
23-31 [Elinor Caplan], 2000
23-32 [Citizenship Judge Information], 1998-2002
23-33 Knowledge Questions II, 1994-1999
23-34 [Citizenship and Immigration Information and Research], 1999-2001
23-36 [Metropolis Conference], 2000

BOX 24

24-1 Canada: We All Belong! 2000
24-2 [Citizenship Judge Correspondence], 2000-2001
24-3 Citizenship of Canada Act Information Package, 1998
24-4 [Citizenship Ceremony Guide and Correspondence], 1999
24-5 [Citizenship Regulations], 1998-2001
24-6 Background on Role & Responsibilities of Citizenship Judges/Commissioners, 2003
24-7 [Residency Approval], 2000-2002
24-8 [General Meeting of Citizenship Judges], 2001
24-9 [Citizenship Ceremonies], 2001-2002
24-10 [Information Memos], 2000-2002
24-11 [Citizenship Ceremonies and Judge’s Business], 2001-2002
24-12 Prohibitions – Participant’s Package

NON-TEXTUAL MATERIALS SERIES (Cont’d)

Compact Disc

AT 3850 Towards Sustainable Urbanization – Canada/UN-HABITAT Initiatives 1976-2006, 2006
BOX 25

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (Cont’d)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’d)

25-2  [Conference Guides & Docs H2], May-Jun. 1995
25-3  [Outline Human Solidarity Conference H2], May-Jun. 1996

BOX 26


PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

United Nations Works and Activities Sub-series

26-4  [Post Official H1], May-Jun. 1976

BOX 27

27-1  [Post Official H1], May-Jun. 1976
27-2  [Post Official H1], May-Jun. 1976
27-3  [Conference Guides & Docs H1], Mar.-Jun. 1976

BOX 28

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (Cont’d)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’d)

28-1  APEC meeting notes Habitat 2, Dec. 1996
PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

Federal Government Works and Activities Sub-series (Cont’d)


(sub-series continued)

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (Cont’d)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’d)

28-4 [CMHC/Habitat II], Nov. 1994 - May 1996
28-5 [Russell], Apr.-May 1996
28-6 [Wilhelm], Apr.-Sep. 1996
28-7 [Onat], Apr.-Dec. 1996
28-9 [Hotel], May 1996
28-10 Faxes, Correspondence, and Program for Habitat II, May-Jun. 1996

BOX 29

29-1 [Shabou], Sep.-Oct. 1996
29-2 [Tischman], May 1996
29-3 [Arrivals], May 1996
29-4 [CV’s], Apr.-May 1996
29-5 [Zamora], Mar.-Jun. 1996
29-6 [Correa], Feb.-May 1996
29-7 [Dogramaci], Feb.-May 1996
29-8 [Fuller], Apr.-May 1996
29-9 [Hassan], Mar.-May 1996
29-10 [Kollek], Jan.-May 1996
29-12 [Lambert], Mar.-May 1996
29-13 [Mayor], Feb.-May 1996
29-14 [Miller], Mar.-May 1996
29-15 [Morton], Apr.-May 1996
29-16 [Neier], May 1996
29-17 [Ogunlege], Jan.-May 1996
29-18  [Serageldin], Apr.-Jul. 1996
29-19  [Schlesinger], Feb.-May 1996
29-20  [Shiva], Jan.-Jun. 1996
29-21  [Strong], Jan.-May 1996
29-22  [Tandon], Feb.-May 1996
29-23  [Thurdin], Feb.-May 1996
29-24  [Macneil], Feb.-Jun. 1996
29-25  [Cardoso], Apr.-May 1996

BOX 30

30-1  [HPO 3], May 1996
30-2  [HPO 2], May 1996
30-3  [HPO 1], Apr.-May 1996
30-4  [Gaye], Feb.-Apr. 1996
30-5  [Hawke], Jan.-May 1996
30-6  [Rigaud], Apr.-May 1996
30-7  [Veil], Jan.-Aug. 1996
30-8  [Yunus], Jan.-Apr. 1996

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

United Nations Works and Activities Sub-series (Cont’d)

30-9  UN documents pre- and post-Habitat II, Sep. 1995 - Sep. 1996

(sub-series continued)

BOX 31

31-1  Habitat I guides and documents, Jun. 1976 - Dec. 1994

Centre for Human Settlements Sub-series (Cont’d)

31-2  [HPO Bibliography 2009 February], 2009

(sub-series continued)
LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (Cont’d)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’d)

31-3  [Gorel Thurdin], Mar.-Aug. 1995
31-4  [NYC Trip Nov 11-18], Jul.-Nov. 1995
31-5  [World Bank Meet], Aug.-Sep. 1995
31-6  [N’Dow Oct 13/95 GPA], Oct. 1995
31-7  [Prepcom 2], May-Jun. 1995

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writing Sub-series (Cont’d)

31-8  [We the Peoples - San Fran], May-Jun. 1995

(sub-series continued)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’d)

31-9  [Habitat II & Beyond], Oct. 1995
31-10  [Fraser], Sep.-Nov. 1995
31-11  [Canada/H II], Feb.-Oct. 1995
31-12  [Habitat II - First Stage], Jan.-Dec. 1995
31-13  [FHS - draft response + Chicago week], Jul.-Nov. 1995
31-14  [Human Solidarity O.], Sep.-Nov. 1995

BOX 32

32-1  Habitat II Urban Assembly correspondence and notes, Jun. 1995 - Jan. 1996

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writing sub-series (Cont’d)


(sub-series continues)
PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

UBC/University of Jerusalem Sub-series (Cont’d)

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (Cont’d)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’d)
32-5 [H II Book - BC Real E Found], Sep.-Nov. 1995
32-6 [Van Oct Coloq], May-Nov. 1995

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writing Sub-series (Cont’d)
32-7 [Local Govt Japan ICLEI], Oct. 1995

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’)
32-8 [Speeches Wally etc.], Feb.-Nov. 1995

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

United Nations Works and Activities Sub-series (Cont’d)
32-9 Habitat II notes and agenda for UN, Nov. 1995

BOX 33

(sub-series continued)
LETTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (Cont’d)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’d)

33-2  Habitat II Reports and Bulletins, Dec. 1994
33-3  Habitat II Prep Committee reports, statements from nations, Jun. 1994 - Feb. 1995

BOX 34


PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

United Nations Works and Activities Sub-series (Cont’d)

34-2  [Results of Consultative Workshop], Nov. 1996
34-3  [CIDA/Shawn (?) poss 8 Howe?) Oct 1/96], Sep.-Oct. 1996

(sub-series continued)

LETTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (Cont’d)

Human Solidarity Sub-series (Cont’d)

34-4  [N’Dow], May-Sep. 1996
34-6  Draft of Canadian Statement on Habitat II, May-Nov. 1996
34-7  [Urban Assembly Kahan], Sep. 1995 - May 1997
34-8  [World Bank], May-Oct. 1996
34-9  Habitat II Prep Committee notes and agenda, Apr. 1995 - Feb. 1996

(sub-series continued)

NON-TEXTUAL MATERIALS SERIES (Cont’d)

Betacam Tapes

VT 2598  [Habitat II Ciragan Oteli 8-6-1996 Human Solidarity Forum I], 8 Jun. 1996
VT 2599  [Habitat II Ciragan Oteli 8-6-1996 Human Solidarity Forum II], 8 Jun. 1996
VT 2600  [Habitat II Ciragan Oteli 8-6-1996 Human Solidarity Forum III], 8 Jun. 1996
VT 2601  [Habitat II Ciragan Oteli 8-6-1996 Human Solidarity Forum IV], 8 Jun. 1996

Videocassette Tapes

VT 2602  [Habitat II 8-6-1996 Human Solidarity Forum I-II], 8 Jun. 1996. [attached note reads “Dr. O. Looking forward to viewing the next installment! Thanks Adrian.”]
VT 2603  [Habitat II 8-6-1996 Human Solidarity Forum II-III], 8 Jun. 1996
VT 2604  [Habitat II 8-6-1996 Human Solidarity Forum IV], 8 Jun. 1996
VT 2652  Dr. Arie Shachar – Jerusalem. – VHS videotape. – 4 October 2000

(PHOTOGRAPHS SERIES (Cont’d)

139.1/44p  Municipality of Metro Toronto meeting about Habitat II Urban Agenda for the 21st Century, pre-Habitat II (?). [ca. 1995]. 8 col. prints; 12.6 x 17.7 cm.; 1 col. print; 20.2 x 25.5 cm.
139.1/45p  Portrait of Dr. Wally N’Dow, Secretary General of Habitat II conference. [n.d.]. 1 col. print; 20.2 x 25.5 cm.
139.1/46n  Habitat II colloquium in Vancouver at SFU. 35 35mm B&W negatives. [Oct. 1995].
Dr. Oberlander is pictured in frames 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 37
139.1/47p  Peter Oberlander with Justice J.D. Higgins – Pestalozzi Symposium, CPAC. – September 1971. – 17 x 12 cm B&W print on 30 x 25 cm matte backing.

(PERSONAL SERIES (cont’d)

34-10  [Miscellaneous]  1947-2014  [found loose]
34-11  [Miscellaneous]  1963-2012  [found loose]
- newspaper clippings, brochures, correspondence
34-12  [Walter] Gropius ’68  1968-72
BOX 35

35-1 Centre for Human Settlement [miscellaneous] 1973-78
- newspaper and magazine clippings, correspondence, written notes, and brochures
35-2 H. Peter Oberlander – Cornelia Oberlander 1988-2014
- clippings, correspondence
35-3 [Rampant Urbanization] 1997
35-4 Climate Change – Dr. Oberlander’s letters 1998

(continued)

BOX 36

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

Professional Works and Activities Collected Sub-series (Cont’d)

36-1 Poster, ‘Canada’s Modern Architecture [...]’, University of Sydney

(sub-series continued)

United Nations Works and Activities Sub-series (Cont’d)

36-2 U.N clippings, minutes, notes, and correspondence, 1951-52

(sub-series continued)

Federal Government Works and Activities Sub-series (Cont’d)

36-3 Press releases and clippings, 1970
36-4/5 Correspondence, memos, clippings, notes and pamphlets, 1971-72, [2 folders]

(sub-series continued)

Vancouver School Board Sub-series (Cont’d)

36-6 ‘Vote the Emmott Team’ & misc. materials, 1974-2006

SCARP / UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Sub-series (Cont’d)
36-7 SCARP report on its role at UBC and misc. articles, 1952-1985

(sub-series continued)

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SUB-SERIES (Cont’d)

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writings Sub-series (Cont’d)

36-8 Booklets and clippings, 1972-1975

(sub-series continued)

BOX 37

37-1 Lecture notes, invitations, report, 1961-2008
37-2 Correspondence, interview transcript, clippings, notes, 1954-2012
37-3 Manuscript: ‘Habitat and all That’, June 1989
37-4 Typescripts, handwritten notes, articles, 1950-1964

BOX 38

Houser Sub-series (Cont’d)

38-1 Acetates, Life and Work of Catherine Bauer

(sub-series continued)

PERSONAL SERIES (Cont’d)

38-2 Research on the life of Peter Oberlander, includes transcript interview, correspondence, CV [n.d.], clippings, 1957-2012
38-3 ‘H.P.O Archives’, correspondence, conference itinerary, 1985-2008
38-4 Interview transcript with Cornelia Oberlander and tributes to Peter Oberlander, includes interview done by Ariel [granddaughter], 1950-2008
38-5 ‘Peter’s Tribute March 25 2009 AIBC’
38-6 ‘Memorial’, includes correspondence, interview transcripts and tributes, 1994-2010
38-7 Booklets: Recollections of Shared Moments at Work and Travel, 1957-1977

(continued)

BOX 39

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (Cont’d)

Community Planning Consultants Sub-series (Cont’d)


(sub-series continued)

NON-TEXTUAL MATERIALS SERIES (Cont’d)

Videocassette Tape

VT 2800 V.P. Research 2003 – Celebrate Research Award Winner Video Profile Peter Oberlander

DVD


Audiocassettes

AT 3977 Oberlander 10 Minutes – CHMC, Vancouver [n.d.]
AT 3978 Dr Oberlander and [Ciara Newburn?] [speakers at a lecture series] [n.d.]
AT 3979  [Discussion about Catherine Bauer] [n.d.]
AT 3980  [Radio Interview with Order of Canada Recipient, Peter Oberlander] [n.d.]
AT 3981  [Pierre Trudeau speech and Trudeau taking questions] [n.d.]
AT 3982  Jewish Historical Society of B.C., Dr Peter Oberlander, 17 Aug. 2000

**Born-digital materials subseries**

*(Please ask archives staff regarding access to these materials)*

**Floppy discs**

2 3½” floppy discs
“To Mr Peter Oberlander from Desmond Knox”
“Forum on Human Solidarity”

**Compact Discs**

AT 3983  HPO Pier 21
AT 3984  H. Peter Oberlander, March 26 2007, Smith College
AT 3985  HPO Back-up all files [incl. correspondence and family photographs, 2006]
AT 3986  [No title, photographs 2007-2008]

BOX 40

PROFESSIONAL LIFE Series (cont’d)

Professional Works and Activities Collected by Dr. H. Peter Oberlander (cont’d)

40-1  Sight Seeing in Germany and the Tyrol by Sir John Forbes, London: Smith, Elder and Co., [1856?]
40-2  A Report on Housing and Slum Clearance for Montreal by a Joint Committee of The Montreal Board of Trade and The City Improvement League, March 1935
40-3  Road Architecture: The Need for a Plan Exhibition Handbook Number 9, Organised by the Royal Institute of British Architects, 1939
40-4  City of Birmingham, Duddeston and Nechells Redevelopment Area: Report to the Public Works Committee by Herbert J. Manzoni, C.B.E, M.Inst.CE., 1943
40-5  Minimum Physical Standards and Criteria for the Planning and Design of FPHA-Aided Urban Low-Rent Housing, 1945
40-6 Rebuilding Our Communities, Gropius, 1945

BOX 41

41-1 Quebec Regional Representative Plot Plans, 1945-1948
41-2 “Layout for Living” Periodicals, 1 of 2, 1947-1950
41-3 “Layout for Living” Periodicals 2 of 2, 1947-1950
41-4 Various Planning Booklets, 1948-1955
41-5 [Veteran Housing Articles, Reports and Notes], 1945-1948
41-6 Gröna Ytor I Stockholm, Särtryck ur byggmästaren, 1946
41-7 Grand Coulee Dam: The Eighth Wonder of the World by the Davenport Time Tribune [Booklet], 1947
41-8 Colour and Lighting in Factories and on Machines, Report held at the Royal Institute of British Architects, 1948
41-10 School of Planning and Research for Regional Development, Diploma Course in Town and Country Planning, 1947-1948
41-11 A Report on the Regent Park Housing Project in Toronto, Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, July 1st, 1949
41-12 CPA Symposium “Debunk: a Critical Review of Accepted Planning Principles” - 1949
41-13 Community Planning Association of Canada Newsletter and Conference Program, 1950
41-14 Shaugnessey [Census, Notes and Re-Zoning], 1941-1954
41-16 Planning Education in Canada: Problems and Prospects A Report by John A. Parker to the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1950
41-18 “Towards Better Communities” Address of President W. Harold Clark to National Conference of Community Planning Association of Canada, Ottawa, October 6th, 1950
41-19 Fredericton Maryland Heights Project Plot Map and CPAC Newsletter, 1950, [n.d.]
41-20 Incredible New York: High Life and Low Life of the Last Hundred Years by Lloyd Morris, Random House, New York, 1951
41-21 “Furnishing the Street” by Peter Oberlander, Reprint from Volume I, Number 4, November 1951
Report Upon the Establishment of a Planning Department in the City of Vancouver, by Harold Spence-Sales and John Bland, July 20, 1951

Student’s Architectural Society “Perspective,” 1951

We’re Buying the Place [Pamphlet] by the Community Planning Association of Canada, Ottawa, 1951

Columbia Basin Project Pamphlets [5 total], 1952-1953

Plan of the City of Coquitlam, British Columbia, 1952

Apartment House Study [2 copies], West Vancouver B.C., 1953


Report on Powell River Planning Project, School of Architecture, UBC 1953-1954

Commentary to filmstrip – Playgrounds in Stockholm, December 1954

“HSB, Hyresgästernas Sparkasse- och Byggnadsföreningars Riksförbund,” Stockholm 1954

“Survey of Families with Children Living in Shared Accommodation: In the area bounded by Burrard Street, Broadway, Commercial Drive and Burrard Inlet,” Vancouver Housing Association, May 1954

The Taste-Makers by Russell Lynes, Illustrated, Harper and Brothers, 1954


BOX 42

Downtown Vancouver 1955-1976: City of Vancouver Twenty-Year Development Plan, Prepared for the City Council by the Technical Planning Board August 1956

“Housing and Urban Growth in Canada” Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1956

Indian Reserve No. 5 Planning Study, Corporation District of West Vancouver, Municipal Planning Office, 1956

Report on the Downtown Parking Problem: City of Vancouver Twenty-Year Development Plan, Prepared for the City Council by the Technical Planning Board, June 1956

Urban Renewal: A Study of the City of Toronto, Community Planning Association of Canada, 1956

“The Vancouver Housing Authority Annual Report,” 1956
42-7 “Vancouver”, 1956 [Guide Book/Pamphlet]
42-8 “A New Industrial Town for the Lower Fraser Valley,” Faculty of Graduate Studies, The Graduate Course of Community and Regional Planning, University of British Columbia, April 30, 1957 [2 copies]
42-9 Boznice Drewniane by Wydawnictwo Buodownictwo i Architektura, 1957
42-10 “Community Planning Review,” Community Planning Association of Canada, Volume VII, Number 2, June 1957
42-11 Lake City Shopping Center Analysis, Burnaby B.C., Larry Smith and Co., 1957
42-12 School and Park Standards: Applied to the Southeast Sector City of Vancouver, Prepared by the Technical Planning Board, October 1957
42-13 School and Park Standards: City of Vancouver, Prepared by the Technical Planning Board, 1957
42-14 “Sewerage Service for Urban Housing in Canada,” Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1957
42-15 “Sprawl” Community Planning Association of Canada, Ottawa 4, [Pamphlet], 1957
42-16 The Town of Oromocto Opportunities for Development, 1957-1958
42-17 H.P.O Clippings [Miscellaneous City Planning Newspaper Clippings and Correspondence], 1957-1960
42-18 Report of the 2nd B.C. Arts Resources Conference, 1958
42-19 West Vancouver Community Plan, Municipal Planning Office, District of West Vancouver, September 1958
42-20 A Study on Highway Planning Part 2, Metropolitan Vancouver, 1958-1959
42-21 Central Park Grand Prairie by the Peace River District Planning Commission, 1959

BOX 43

43-1 Local Government and Administration in the Lower Mainland Metropolitan Community, Vol. 2, Metropolitan Joint Committee, Vancouver, British Columbia, 1959
43-2 Preliminary Planning Report, Passenger Terminal Vancouver International Airport, British Columbia Research Council, March 1959
43-3 “Proposed Low Rental Housing Projects to be Constructed Under Section 36 of the National Housing Act, on Sites at McLean Park and Skeena Street and the Lougheed Highway”, City Planning Department, November 20, 1959
43-4 Report of the Third British Columbia Arts Resources Conference, July 9-11, 1959
43-5 “Compare” by Canadian National Railways [Pamphlet], [195?]
43-6 Factual Inventory of British Columbia by Vancouver Sun Research Division, [195?]
43-7 “Rebuilding a Neighbourhood” by Leonard C. Marsh, Research Publications No. 1 The University of British Columbia, [195?]
43-8 “Housing in the Northern Countries” by The Ministry of Housing, Copenhagen, The State Housing Board, Helsinki, The Housing Directorate, Oslo and The National Housing Board, Stockholm, 1960
43-10 City of St. John’s, Newfoundland Urban Renewal Study, 1961
43-11 [Materials from Brentwood Housing Development], 1961
43-12 Land for Living, Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board of B.C., 1963
43-13 “The Urban Frontier, Part 1”, Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board of B.C, 1963
43-14 “Dynamics of Residential Land Settlement”, Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board of B.C., 1963
43-15 “Countryside to Suburb”, Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board of B.C., 1963
43-16 “The Urban Frontier, Part 2”, Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board of B.C., 1963
43-17 Space Between Buildings as a Means of Preventing the Spread of Fire, National Research Council Canada, May 1964
43-18 Art in British Columbia: Heritage and Promise [Pamphlet], 1965
43-19 City of Vancouver Five Year Plan, 1966-1970
43-20 White Heavy Paper [Clipping: “Abolish the Provinces” by George Peloquin on Oberlander], 1967
43-21 Vancouver British Columbia: Profile of Canada’s Pacific Metropolis by Angus M. Gunn, 1968
43-22 Jerusalem Sacred City of Mankind: A History of Forty Centuries by Teddy Kollek and Moshe Pearlman, Steimatzky’s Agency Limited, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haifa, 1968

BOX 44

44-1 Annacis British Columbia, Canada: A Planned Industrial Estate [Booklet], [196?]
44-2 The Canadian City: A Symposium -196[?]
44-3 Fresh Air Through Windows [Booklet], [196?]
The Columbia Basin and George Washington, [Pamphlet], [196?]
Concrete Freeways for the Greater Vancouver Area, Vancouver District Office, [196?]
A Qualitative Checklist for Compact Housing, Greater Vancouver Regional District, 1975
Westbank Area Settlement Plan, by-law no. 157, [1976?]
Winfield/Oyama Area Community Plan, 1977
IAURIF l’institut d’aménagement et d’urbanisme de la région d’île-de-France [Magazine Publication], 1977
“Alternative Perspectives on Urban Decline and Population Deconstruction” by Larry S. Bourne, University of Toronto, 1980
World Bank Tax Mission [Reports on Land and Tax Reform in China]- 1988
Performing Arts Lodge, 2002
Memorial Harold Spence-Sales, 2004
[Miscellaneous Printed Web Page Articles]- 2013
[Overview of the Hope IV Documentary]- 201[?]
The Essential Ian McHarg: Writings on Design and Nature by Ian L. McHarg, edited by Frederick R. Steiner, 2006
The Housing Question by Engels, [n.d.]
Planning Explanatory Pamphlet: replotting, District of North Vancouver Planning Department, [n.d.]
Planning in Israel, Arieh Sharon, Architect Director, [n.d.]
“Should Kelowna Extend Its Boundaries?” [n.d.]
The Townsite of Deep River Ont., Report by H. Peter Oberlander, B. Arch., M.C.P., [n.d.]
“Why Plan Our Town?” [Pamphlet], [n.d.]

(sub-series continued)
45-1 Harvard 1945-1947 [Records related to Oberlander’s time at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design]
45-2 Harvard Course Outlines and Notes, 1946
45-3 Original Notes from Transcontinental Tour, 1948-1949
45-4 Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation Rules and Regulation of the Pension Fund, 1948
45-5 [Correspondence – Department of Architecture], 1949
45-6 [Architectural Essays[Early Christian Architecture]], [194?]
45-7 H.P. Oberlander, Personal Correspondence, 1951
45-8 [Essays, reports, and a thesis written by Oberlander during his time as a student], [194?]-1956
45-9 Planning – Government Departments [correspondence], 1956, 1959
45-10 [Letter package surrounding the 1958 Toronto City Hall and Square competition], 1958
45-11 Harvard GSD Planning Library Fund [Correspondence], 1958-1959
45-12 H.P. Oberlander Personal [Correspondence], 1958-1959
45-13 Powell River B.C., [Correspondence with Planner], 1955,1957-1960
45-14 Lasserre [Correspondence related to Lasserre Estate], 1961-1962
45-15 [Miscellaneous Correspondence and notes] - 1962-1963
45-16 [Newspaper clippings and a magazine publication covering the events of the Columbia River Treaty]-1962-1963
45-17 [Miscellaneous Newspaper clippings, correspondence and notes] - [196-?]
45-18 Freeway [Newspaper Clippings related to the freeway plan/protests in Vancouver]- 196[?]
45-19 Daily Journal 1968 [bound]
45-21 [Miscellaneous Minutes and Correspondence], 1947, 1977
45-22 Miscellaneous [Clippings, Photographs, Correspondence], 1989-1995
45-23 [Personal Correspondence, 1984]
45-24 [Personal Correspondence, 1984-1985]
45-25 [Personal Correspondence, 1986]
45-26 [Personal Correspondence, 1986-1987]
45-27 Port Moody [Mortgage Documents], 1985
45-28 Anderson CV HPO [Oberlander CV Drafts], [1987]
45-29 [various Greeting Cards and Pamphlets], 1988
45-30 McGill University School of Planning, 1989
45-31 [Newspaper clippings [mostly scans] concerning economic social and political news in the Soviet Union and China]- 1988-1989[?]
45-32 Simon Fraser University Extension Credit Programs- 1991
45-33 [Correspondence and a review related to the biography of Oberlander]- 1995, 201[?]
45-34 GROP Years GSD April 1997 [Records related to Peter and Cornelia Oberlander’s trip to Harvard
45-35 Ghana [Correspondence], 1997
45-36 General Correspondence, 1997-1998
45-38 HPO – CV’s and BIO’s, 1999
45-40 HPO Lectures [Memorial Service Speeches and Others, Obituary], 2008-2009
45-41 Dr. Oberlander’s Letters [Correspondence], 1995-1998
45-42 HPO’s Speech @ Opening of Ron Basford Park, 2005
45-43 [Untitled Planning Report], [n.d.]
45-44 Memorial Funds [Correspondence related to an urban project with the Vancouver Art Gallery] [n.d.]

BOX 46

46-1 McGill [Coursework, Notebooks, Notes and Essays]. 1942
46-2 COTC Farming/Diary/Report [diary/report of Oberlander’s experience working in a farm in the summer of 1943] 1943
46-3 Scrapbook [Articles Written by Oberlander and other Clippings], 1941-1943
46-4 [Various Planning Related Editorials and Reports], 1943-1946
46-5 “The Renaissance Society” Essay by H. Peter Oberlander, 1944
46-6 Class Notes, Martin Wagner at Harvard (also notes from classes by Gropias and Bauer), 1945
46-7 [American Military Clippings, Ballet Program, and “War’s Over” Newspaper], 1945
46-8 Original CIAM (Congrès internationaux d’architecture moderne) Notes [Conference on Community Planning in Canada], 1946-1947
46-9 Catherine Bauer Lecture Notes, Spring 1946
46-10 Miscellaneous Correspondence- 1947-1949
46-11 Harvard Course Work, 1946-1948
46-12 [Various Notes and Harvard Correspondence], 1947
46-13 “New Towns” Article by H. Peter Oberlander, 1947
46-14 Education [Materials Related to Architectural Education and Black Mountain College], [n.d.]
46-15 Estab. Circulars [Correspondence], 1947-1948
46-17 Answers [Personal Correspondence], 1947-1948
46-18 [Correspondence surrounding architecture education and conferences]-1946-1948
46-20 [Various Planning Related Reports], [n.d.]
46-21 [Assorted Professional Correspondence], 1947-1955
46-22 [First Person Narrative by HPO on work with Town and County Planning in England], [194-?]
46-23 [School paper McGill?] Town Planning and Rural Planning the Western Provinces of Canada: It’s Origin, Objectives and Effects.] n.d., [194-?]
46-24 Harvard Lecture Notes, [194-?]
46-25 [Demographic Information and Report on Metropolitan Boston], [194?]
46-26 Schoolpapers [Harvard or McGill?] [Mathematical Notes], [194?]

BOX 47

47-1 [Miscellaneous Correspondence and UBC Examination Notes for Architecture 460]- 1948-1950
47-2 [Personal Correspondence], 1949 – 1965
47-3 [PHD Thesis Proposal Materials], 1949-1951
47-4 HPO Speaking Engagements, 1953-1954
47-5 Personal [Correspondence], 1953-1954
47-6 Thesis Clippings [Correspondence], 1953-1954
47-7 PHD Reading, 1944, 1953-1954
47-8 Kitimat: A New City, Special Reprint from the Architectural Forum, 1954
47-9 Alumni Memorandum from Harvard Planning School, 1954
47-10 [Clippings and Mixed Personal and Professional Correspondence], 1954
47-11 [Urban Renewal Notes and Other Harvard Thesis Proposals], 1954
47-12 PHD [Correspondence relating to Oberlander Finishing his PHD], 1954
47-13 [Various Documents, Correspondence, Notice, Program and Clippings], 1947-1953, 1973
47-14 [Assorted Thesis Drafts], [circa 1954]
47-15 Odd Pages [from Thesis], [circa 1955]
47-16 Final Revisions [Thesis], [circa 1955]
47-17 [Thesis Drafts], [circa 1955]
47-18 [Photographs and Thesis Figures, circa 1955]
47-20 Finished Drawings Thesis, [circa 1955]
48-21 Part 1 and Tables [PHD Thesis], [circa 1955]

BOX 48

48-1 UBC [Correspondence relating to University Business], 1954-1956
48-2 Peter’s [Oberlander] PHD Thesis, 1 of 2 December 1956
48-3 Peter’s [Oberlander] PHD Thesis, 2 of 2 December 1956
48-4 “Community Planning and Housing: An Aspect of Canadian Federalism a Thesis Presented by Henry Peter Oberlander,” 1956
48-5 Plan[ning] Jobs [ASLA Bulletins and other Postings], 1956
48-6 [Miscellaneous Correspondence], 1953-1956
48-7 Course Notes [Lectures], [195?]
48-8 HPO Personal Correspondence, 1968-1969
48-9 Arrow Lakes [Miscellaneous notes, draft reports, receipts and telegrams]-[196-?]
48-10 Miscellaneous Newspapers and Newspaper Clippings- [197-?]
48-13 XF-5 HPO Consultant, 1976-1978
48-14 HPO Memorabilia [Election Documents], 1974
48-16 General Correspondence with I.P.A [Institute of Public Administration] New York City, 1989
48-17 China Land Use Study Letters Sent [Correspondence between Oberlander and Dr. Helmut W. Jenkins of West Germany]- 1989
48-18 Correspondence with Ann Strong [Professor of City and Regional Planning at the University of Pennsylvania] - 1989
48-20 Singapore Site Visit –1989-1990
48-22 [Oberlander Eulogies and Other Profile Pieces], 1973-2008
48-23 AIBC Retirement Certificate, 2002
48-26 [Notebook and Note Cards], [n.d.]
McGill Newspaper Articles by HPO, 1943-1944
“Ottawa and the Ottawa Valley: A Critical Analysis of a Regional Concept” by H. Peter Oberlander, 1946
Immigrants and Refugees: A subjective comparison between two eras of American immigration [essay] - 1947
Canadian Delegation to CIAM6 [Congrès International d’Architecture Moderne], 1947
CIAM [Congrès International d’Architecture Moderne] Sixth Congress [Minutes, Programs and Proceedings], 1947
The City of Saint John Comprised in the Dominion Electoral District of Saint John Albert As constituted by the Representation Act [Map with annotations] - 1947
Symposium on Frontiers of Housing Research [Madison, Wisconsin], 1948
“Canada’s Planning Experience in Housing Her Veterans” Address given by H. Peter Oberlander at ASPO Conference [and Drafts], 1949
Reports – Speeches [Lower Mainland Regional Planning], 1948-1950
Articles by H. Peter Oberlander, 1948, 1959
CPAC [Community Planning Association of Canada] Hamilton [meeting], 1949
CPAC [Community Planning Association of Canada] Winnipeg [Conference materials and correspondence], 1949
The Education of Planners: Some Preliminary Considerations, 1949
United Nations: A Report on the Establishment and Organization for Planning for Urban and Regional Development in Trinidad and Tobago by Prof. H. Peter Oberlander, [194?]
49-18 [Seminar on Community Development in Foreign Areas, Chapel Hill, North Carolina], 1954-1955
49-19 [Correspondence on UN Seminar and Other Planning Topics], 1954-1955
49-20 Housing [Clippings], 1955-1956
49-21 Puerto Rico, U.N. [Correspondence, Invitation and Planning for Seminar], 1953-1956
49-22 Puerto Rico [Materials from Seminar on the Training for Town and Country Planning, Latin America], 1956
49-23 Planning Vancouver and Environ [Clippings and Aerial Photograph], 1957
49-24 Planning General [Clippings], 1957
49-25 Master File [Draft notes pertaining to a report on housing policies/legislation in Canada]- 195[?]

BOX 50

50-2 Furnishing the Street by Peter Oberlander and CPAC Community Planning Review, 1951
50-3 Massachusetts Institute of Technology [Professional Correspondence], 1950-1952
50-4 “The Education of Planners” by HPO, [Clippings and Conference Materials], 1950-1953
50-5 Kelowna, City of [correspondence/report] 1952-1957
50-6 Miscellaneous [Professional Correspondence], 1956-1957
50-7 Oberlander, H. Peter [Professional Correspondence], 1957-1958
50-8 Kamloops – Corporation of the City [correspondence] 1958
50-9 Miscellaneous [Professional Correspondence], 1958-1959
50-10 Committee on Community and Regional Planning – Minutes, 1957-1958
50-11 McPhee – Dean [Correspondence], 1958
50-12 Miscellaneous [Professional Correspondence], 1957-1960
50-14 CCA [Miscellaneous newspaper clippings featuring Oberlander and an org chart for a “Post Graduate School of City & Regional Planning”]- 195[?]
50-15 Landscape Architecture [Professional Correspondence] 1960
50-16 Ghana – Home Economists Reports, 1961-1962
50-17 Oberlander Speaking Engagements, 1962-1964
50-18 [Correspondence Relating to] Outside Articles, 1962-1964
50-19 Oberlander, H. Peter [Professional Correspondence], 1945, 1963-1965
BOX 51

51-1 [Various Miscellaneous Community Planning Reports, Planning Education Materials and Newspaper scans], 1966-1968

51-2 HPO Lectures [Event Pamphlets], 1963-1973


51-4 [Materials from Vancouver South Policy Conference], 1968

51-5 Outside Lectures Dr. Oberlander, 1966-1971


51-7 World Congress of Engineers and Architects, December 17-24 Tel Aviv, 1973

51-8 ASPO Miscellaneous: Proposals, Budget, Notices, Reports, 1974-1975

51-9 [Correspondence and Planning Materials, ASPO Conference], 1974-1975

51-10 [Materials Relating to Community Planning Association and American Society of Planning Officials Conference], 1974-1975

51-11 Correspondence ASPO Conference, 1975

51-12 ASPO Meetings, Agendas, etc., 1975

51-13 CPAC/Book Original Manuscript [Canada an Urban Agenda], [circa 1976]

51-14 XF-8 Symposium June, 7-11 1977

51-15 International Federation for Housing and Planning – World Congress Hamburg, September 1978

51-16 HPO Speeches, [circa 1978]

51-17 Publicities [Miscellaneous newspaper clippings either written by Oberlander or featuring him] - 197[?]

51-18 Miscellaneous Drafts – [197?]


51-22 Project Administration [The Outline on Guangzhou and Shenzhen’s Urban land use and Management Institution [Report]] - Aug 23, 1988

51-23 Australia Visit – 1989


51-25 References [Related to research projects on urban land use, its effective management and comparable national and intentional experience]- 1989

51-26 Xiamen [Land Use] Field Study Report- 1989
51-29 Metropolitan Governing [Notes and Newsletters], 1989
51-32 Urban Land Use and Management in China [Report Draft #2 and Notes], 1991

BOX 52

52-1 [Correspondence with Frank Russel and Accompanying Materials], 1994
52-2 Regional Plan/Campbell, 1994
52-3 HPO Bibliography References and Articles, 1994
52-4 HPO Presentation [by Oberlander] [Planning Canada’s Lotus Land Regionally and Others], 1994
52-5 [Lambda Alpha International XXXI Biennial Congress], 1995
52-6 HPO Speeches, 1996-1997
52-7 APEC [Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation, Clippings], 1997
52-8 McGill/Bland [Article Drafts and Correspondence], 1996-1997
52-9 [Book Reviews for The City After the Automobile: An Architect’s Vision], 1997
52-11 Speeches HPO [Hilda Symonds, Health Housing and Habitat, History of Planning School], 1999
52-12 Viva (Vancouver Institute for the Visual Arts) [Drafts], 1999
52-13 History of Regional Planning in BC Workshop, March 17, 2000
52-14 HPO Vancouver – Planning, 2001-2002

BOX 53

53-2 [Metropolitan Governing, Case Articles, Notes and Correspondence], 1 of 3 1986-2002
53-3 [Metropolitan Governing, Case Articles, Notes and Correspondence], 2 of 3 1986-2002
53-4 [Metropolitan Governing, Case Articles, Notes and Correspondence], 3 of 3
1986-2002

BOX 54

54-1 International Centre for Sustainable Cities [Meeting Materials and Correspondence], 2001
54-2 UBC School of Arch. Collaboration, HPO Speech [Lasserre Celebration], 2001
54-3 Peter AIBC [Architectural Institute of British Columbia, Correspondence],
March 25, 2009
54-4 Letters from Professionals, etc. [Articles by HPO], 1952, 1970-1974, 2005-2006
(predominate)
54-5 [Articles by H. Peter Oberlander and Group Photograph], 1947-2006
54-6 History of Planning [Notes and Drafts], [n.d.]
54-7 “Progress Report” by H. Peter Oberlander, [n.d.]
54-8 [Notes and Article Drafts on Housing], [n.d.]
54-9 [Essay Draft on Future Public Concern for Community and Planning
Housing] [n.d.]
54-10 History [Untitled Notes], [n.d.]

(sub-series continued)

PROFESSIONAL LIFE (cont’d)

Citizenship Judge Sub-Series (cont’d)

BOX 55

55-1 Citizenship [Reports, Judge Materials and Newsletter], 1997-1998
55-2 Citizen – Green [Correspondence, Notes and Agendas], 1998
55-3 Judge, [Citizenship Judge Materials], 1997-1998
55-5 Citizenship Judge, 1997-2001
55-6 HPO Citizenship [Ceremony], 2001-2002
55-8 [Letter from Adam Ostry, Director General Working Group on Canada’s
Urban Communities], 2002
LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (cont’d)

Human Solidarity Sub-Series (cont’d)

BOX 56

56-1 Russell on FHS [Correspondence, Press Releases and Clippings], 1994
56-2 Toronto Mtg Maurice Strong [Habitat II Event], 1995
56-3 Forum on Human Solidarity, 1996
56-4 [Correspondence on Habitat II], 1996-1997
56-6 World Bank HSF [Correspondence], 1997
56-7 Jerusalem Foundation [Correspondence], 1997
56-8 CIDA [Canadian International Development Agency, Correspondence, Reports and Clippings], 1997
56-10 Human Solidarity Foundation, 1998
56-11 [Dissolution of Human Solidarity Foundation], 1999
56-12 UBC HPO Meetings and Presentations 1993, 2010

Houser Sub-series

BOX 57

57-1 Heller Family Foundation [Research Related Correspondence], 1947-1951, 1993
57-2 Greenbelt [Maryland], 1987
57-3 HPO Letters, 1988-1999
57-4 Taina’s (Rikala) Bauer Ph.D., 1990
57-6 Graham Foundation [Grant Materials, Correspondence, Annual Reports, Clippings], 1990-1996
57-7 Don Foley – CBW Personnel File from UC Berkeley, 1992
57-8 Lou Bauer, [Correspondence and Interview], 1992
57-9 Edmund Bacon [Interview with], 1992
57-10 Gutheim [Interview with Fritz and Polly], 1992
57-11 Elfriede Hoeber [Interview with], 1992
57-12 Vernon DeMars, [Interview with and Related Materials], 1992
57-13 Kassler [Interview with and related Materials], 1992
57-14 Clark Kerr [Interview with], 1992
57-15 Sylvia McLaughlin [Interview with], 1992
57-16 Dick Peters [Interview with], 1992
57-17 Martin Meyerson [Interview with], 1992
57-18 Thelma Reed [Interview with], 1992
57-19 Sadie Wurster Super [Interview], March 3, 1992
57-20 Vassar Correspondence, 1992
57-21 G. Holmes Perkins [Interview with and Related Materials], 1992
57-22 Bills and Accounts, 1992-1993
57-23 Lambert CAC [Correspondence, Phyllis Lambert], 1992-1993
57-24 Alfred Heller [Interview with], 1992-1993
57-25 [Fran] Violich [Interview], 1992-1993
57-26 AHF [Architectural History Foundation] Correspondence, 1992-1994
57-27 Canadian Studies [Correspondence and Grant Agreement Materials], 1992-1994
57-28 Personal [Biographical Notes and Clippings on Catherine Bauer], 1992-1994
57-29 Dolbeare [Correspondence], 1993
57-30 Vignettes 1-11 [on Catherine Bauer], 1993
57-31 Donn Emmons Interview, 1993
57-32 Rodwin [Vignette from Interview with Lloyd Rodwin], 1993
57-33 Chester Rapkin [Correspondence], 1993
57-34 Mrs. Fredrick Winson [Interview and Related Correspondence], 1993
57-35 Weaver [Interview with], July 11, 1993
57-36 Ralph Taylor [Correspondence], 1993
57-37 Gordon Stephenson, 1993
57-38 Vignettes 1-22 [on Catherine Bauer], 1993-1994
57-40 Prospectus [Compassionate Pursuits: The Life and Work of Catherine Bauer], 1993, 1996
57-41 UCB [University of California Berkeley] Article, 1994
57-42 Notes CBW, 1994
57-43 UCB Article with Latest Changes [University of California Berkeley, Catherine Bauer], 1994
57-44 Chapters [Catherine Bauer, Drafts], 1994
57-45 New # [Chapter Drafts, Catherine Bauer], August 15, 1994
57-46 Re-Prints Used [Chapter Drafts, Catherine Bauer], 1994
57-47 [Chapter Drafts, Catherine Bauer], 1994
57-49 Publishers?? [Correspondence], 1994-1996

BOX 58

58-1 [Post-Publication Correspondence and Publicity], 1994, 1999-2000
58-2 APA Drafts and NYT Letter to the Editor, 1995
58-3 Edelman Sr [Research Materials on John Edelman], 1995
58-4 Printed Chapters IRA, January 1995
58-5 Klutznick/Kramer/Gazzolo Transcript, March 1995
58-6 “Planning” by the American Planning Association, [Catherine Bauer Article], May 1995
58-7 New Chapt’s [Catherine Bauer], July 15, 1995
58-8 Evi [Correspondence on Bauer Book Prospectus], 1996-1997
58-9 Bancroft Notes CBW, April 1997
58-10 [Book Publishing Correspondence and Drafts], 1997
58-11 CBW [Correspondence] with UBC Press, 1997
58-12 [Interview with McGill for Alumni Publication], 1997
58-13 Bauer, Catherine (Mrs. W.W. Wurster) from Howard Archives [photocopied, n.d.], 1997
58-14 Epilogue [U.S. Housing Policy Article, Congressional Bill Copies, and Correspondence], 1997-1998
58-15 [Various Professional Correspondence], 1997-1998
58-16 UBC Press [Catherine Bauer Book], 1997-1999
58-17 [Articles on New York City Planning and Correspondence], 1998
58-18 Louisiana Lecture New Orleans [on Catherine Bauer], 1998
58-20 APA CBW [Catherine Bauer Book Related Correspondence], 1999
58-21 Harvard GSD [Graduate School of Design] CBW, 1999
58-22 [Houser Berkeley Book Launch], 1999
58-23 SF [San Francisco Release of Houser, Presentation and Correspondence], 1999

BOX 59

59-1 SPUR [Presentation of Houser to San Francisisco Planning and Urban Research Association], 1999
59-2 Catherine Bauer Book Tour, 1999
59-3 Can St. H.U. Toronto [Canadian Studies, Hebrew University], 1999-2000
59-5 [Visit to University of Pennsylvania and Talk on Catherine Bauer], 2000
59-6 Bauer Book Tour [Correspondence], 2000-2002
59-7 Catherine Bauer Book Presentation, 2002
59-8 CB Book Review, [photocopied, n.d.]
59-11 HPO --> CBW [Correspondence], [photocopied, n.d.]
59-12 MOMA and LOEB Library, [Bauer Correspondence], [photocopied, n.d.]
59-13 Housing 7 (Bauer), [photocopied, n.d.]
59-14 CBW Letters CST [Clarence Stein]/C. Ab [Charles Abrams]/ W Vinton
      [Warren J. Vinton], [photocopied, n.d.]
59-15 MH [Modern Housing by Catherine Bauer] Reviews [Clippings],
      [photocopied, n.d.]
59-16 CL Stein [Correspondence], [photocopied, n.d.]
59-18 Woodbury, Coleman and Josephine [Correspondence], [photocopied, n.d.]
59-19 NPHA Special Consultant [Catherine Bauer Research Materials],
      [photocopied, n.d.]
59-20 Houser: The Life and Work of Catherine Bauer by Peter Oberlander and Eva
      M. Newbrun [Manuscript], [n.d.]
59-21 [Green Notebook], [n.d.]
59-22 CBC Manuscript [Catherine Bauer], [n.d.]
59-23 [Catherine Bauer Book Draft], [n.d.]
59-24 Catherine Bauer Chapter Drafts], [n.d.]
59-25 “The Housing Movement: A Brief Political History” by Catherine Bauer,
      [n.d.]

PROFESSIONAL SERIES (cont’d)

Degrees and Awards Sub-Series

BOX 60

60-1 [Membership Certificates, UBC Faculty and Harvard Alumni], 1987-1988
60-2 Peter’s [Oberlander] Bio’s etc., [Nomination Materials for Order of Canada],
      1989-1995
60-3 HPO Letters [Honorary Doctorate], 1992
60-4 Order of Canada and Bio, Dr. Peter Oberlander, 1994
60-5 HPO Order of Canada [Congratulation Letters, Clippings and
      Correspondence], 1995
60-6 CHO Office [Appointment Announcements and Clippings], 1995
60-8  Reso Letters Lw Rob [Lewis Robinson], 1997
60-9  HPO Honorary Degree, 1997-1998
60-10 Honorary Degree UBC, 1998
60-11 Photographs UBC Honorary Degree [Ceremony], 1998
60-12 HPO – Order of Canada, 2002
60-13 Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal, 2002
60-14 [Materials from Order of Canada Award], 2002-2003
60-15 UBC Honorary Doctorate Certificate, 1998

SCARP/UBC School of Community and Regional Planning Sub-Series (cont’d)

BOX 61

61-1  [Planning Studies and Reports], 1949 and 1967
61-2  HPO Letters [Professional UBC], 1950
61-3  Community and Regional Planning (Documentary Material), 1950-1951
61-4  “Planning & The Law in British Columbia,” University of British Columbia, November 1952
61-5  Ira Robinson [Curriculum Vitae and Correspondence], 1952
61-6  Kitimat [Zoning By-Law], 1952-1953
61-7  HPO – Personal 1952-1953
61-8  West Vancouver Report Material, 1953
61-9  Apartment HS Study W.V. [West Vancouver, Minutes, Bylaws, and Drafts], 1953
61-10 Powell River Municipality [Clippings, Correspondence and Report7], 1953-1957
61-11 Ottawa Thesis CMHC-DBO [Correspondence], 1954-1956
61-12 School of Architecture [Correspondence, Memorandum, Course Planning Materials] 1 of 2, 1954-1959
61-13 School of Architecture [Correspondence, Memorandum, Course Planning Materials] 2 of 2, 1954-1959
61-14 Armstrong Comments [Alan H. Armstrong, Asst. General Supervisor, Public Housing Division], 1955
61-15 Community Planning Association of Canada [Correspondence and Article Drafts], 1955-1956
61-16 Powell River Co. [Correspondence, Questionnaires, Photographs, and Brochure], 1955-1957
61-17 H. Peter Oberlander [Professional Correspondence], 1955-1957 [derogatory newspaper clipping within this folder]
61-18 Employment [Correspondence related to job postings], 1955-1957
61-19 Publicity [UBC Department of Community and Regional Planning], 1955-1959
61-20 Publications Requests and Acknowledgements [Correspondence], 1955-1960
61-21 Planning – Suggested Course for Civil Engineers, February 29, 1956
61-22 Progressive Architecture (Article) and Correspondence (Atkin) [and Photographs], 1956-1957
61-23 Planning Course Correspondence, 1956-1957
61-24 Xmas Examinations, 1956-1957
61-25 Various Professional Correspondence, 1956-1958
61-26 President’s Office – UBC [Correspondence to President’s Office and related records], 1956-1960
61-27 Interamerican Planning Society, SIAP, 1956-1960
61-28 Faculty of Graduate Studies and Applied Science, 1956-1960
61-29 Committee on Community Planning, 1956-1960

BOX 62

62-1 Human Communities Seminar [course at UBC], 1957
62-2 Extension Marks, 1957
62-3 Sessional Examinations, 1957
62-4 Requests for Publications, 1957-1958
62-5 Examination Marks [Christmas], 1957-1958
62-7 Students Evening Lectures [correspondence], 1957-1958
62-8 UBC Extension Department [Course Material], 1957-1958
62-9 Examination Marks – Planning 520, 1957-1958
62-10 Xmas Examinations, 1957-1958
62-11 Examinations – Final 1957-1958
62-12 Examination Marks – Final, 1957-1958
62-13 Examination Data, 1957-1958
62-14 Planning Course Correspondence, 1957-1959
62-15 Gage – Dean W.H. [Correspondence], 1957-1960
62-16 H. Peter Oberlander [Curriculum Planning], 1957-1961
62-17 Correspondence [Yale Visiting Professorship, and Routine Professional], 1957-1963 (predominate), 2008
62-18 Outside Articles [Correspondence and Drafts related to writing journal articles], [1958]
62-19 Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Fellowship Applications, 1958
62-20 Extension Dept. [Theory of Contemporary Architecture, correspondence], 1958-1959
62-21 Community and Regional Planning – Committee Minutes, 1958-1959
62-22 Examination Data, 1958-1959
62-23 Planning Course, General Correspondence, 1958-1960
62-24 Community and Regional Planning Committee, Minutes, 1958-1961
62-25 Letters UBC/Yale Univ. 1958-1963
62-26 [Materials relating to Community Planning Studies in B.C.], 1959
62-27 [Vancouver Metro Planning Records, Studies, Correspondence and Maps], [circa 1959]
62-28 H. Peter Oberlander (Professional) [Correspondence], 1959-1960
62-29 San Fransisco Trip [with Students]: Planning [Notes and Correspondence], 1959-1960
62-30 Extension Dept. [Community Planning, Course Material], 1959-1960
62-31 Examination Data, 1959-1960
62-32 Prizes and Grants [Correspondence], 1959-1961
62-33 Maritime Museum 1959-1961
62-34 Lasserre – Professor [correspondence/reports] 1960
62-35 Hodge, Gerald – Instructor [correspondence], 1960
62-36 Coordinating Committee on Planning Education, 1960-1961
62-37 Fine Arts Building, Correspondence and Project Materials, 1960-1962
62-38 HPO Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1960-1964
62-39 Canada Commonwealth Scholarships, Ghana Applicants [correspondence], 1961
62-40 H. Peter Oberlander: Professional [Correspondence], 1961-1962
62-41 Publications Requests/Acknowledgments [Correspondence], 1961-1962
62-42 Dudley, J.E. [Part time lecturer] [Correspondence], 1961-1962
62-43 Planning Department, General Correspondence, 1961-1963
62-44 Faculty of Graduate Studies, 1961-1964
62-45 Koksi, Bob [Job Candidate], 1962
62-46 Katz, Robert [Job Candidate], 1962
62-47 Publicity [Planning Education], 1962-1963
62-48 Planning: Summer, Ext. Dept [Short Course in Community Planning], 1962-1963
62-49 Rohringer, Leslie [Guest Lecturer File[?]], 1963
62-50 Rose, Dr. Albert [Correspondence, Guest Lecturer File] 1963
62-51 De Clair, Cornelis [Guest Seminar] [Correspondence], 1963
62-52 Coquitlam – Recreation, 1963
62-54 Outside Lectures/Lecturers [to UBC, Largely Correspondence], 1965-1967

BOX 63

63-1 HPO Correspondence [Professional], 1966-1967
63-2 Research: Harald Weinreich [Community Organization Report], 1968

BOX 64

64-1 Gulf Island Outdoor Recreation Research, 1969-1970
64-2 [untitled, Letter to Anita Kern] July 6, 1971
64-3 The School of Community and Regional Planning [UBC] 1953-1973 Data for a Review, 1973
64-4 Review of School of Community and Regional Planning University of British Columbia, 1973
64-5 UBC Diploma Course on Land Planning and Development, November 1974
64-6 Canadian Technion Society, 1975
64-7 [Correspondence with Donner Canadian Foundation], 1976
64-8 UBC Faculty Handbook and Correspondence- 1976
64-9 University of British Columbia School of Community & Regional Planning Course Outlines, 1976
64-10 [Chinese Open Cities Project]-1990
64-11 UBC Planning School, 1995 Reunion (Class of 1970), 1995
64-12 SCARP [School of Community and Regional Planning] History, 1999
64-13 UDB [Notes and Drafts], [n.d.]

Federal Government Works and Activities Sub-Series (cont’d)

BOX 65

65-1 Tech Papers [Establishment circulars, reports], [194-?]
65-2 [Notes and Drafts] [CMHC?], [n.d., 194-?]
65-3 [Unidentified Photographs [National Film Board Stamp on the Verso]], [194-?]
65-4 Policy and Administration [Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Research], 1941-1949
65-5 [CMHC Project Notes, Clippings, and Rental Housing Preface], 1941-1949
65-6 Bibliography [National Planning Maps, Transit Systems, other Articles and bibliographic indexes], 1945-1947
65-7  [Unidentified Photographs [Various Construction Sites] [National Research Council Stamp on the verso], 1945-1947
65-8  Maps Bulletin, 1946
65-9  Mid Year Report and Traffic and Transportation in the Region of Monterrey [Mexico], by Peter H. Oberlander submitted to the National Research Council, 1946
65-10  circulars [Outline of a Report on Housing in Canada][CMHC?], 1946
65-11  Committee Notes [Research], 1946-1949
65-12  City of London [Planning Report, Notes and Committee Materials], 1947
65-13  Technical Papers, 1947
65-14  [Town and Country Planning Materials], 1947
65-15  Notes [New Towns Committee, England], [1947?]
65-17  North Staffordshire – Potteries Plan, 1947-1948
65-18  [Essay on Oberlander’s experience working in England and a National Research Council of Canada letter certifying Oberlander as a council staff member in England]- 1947-1948[?]
65-20  Final Report [Veteran Housing, Drafts and Notes], [1948?]
65-21  Land Use Notation, 1948-1949
65-22  [Notebook], [n.d.]
65-23  Planning Maps, Trenton and Stellarton Nova Scotia, 1948-1949
65-24  Guggenheim [Application for Canadian Fellowship], 1948-1949
65-25  [CMHC Veterans and Wartime Housing Materials], [1948-1949]
65-26  RC Report [Reports [some drafts] written by Oberlander while employed at the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation] - 1948-1949
65-27  Letters to be Signed – HPO [Various Correspondence], 1948-1950
65-28  CMHC [Miscellaneous Notes, Correspondence, and Pamphlets], 1949
65-29  Planning Maps, City of New Glasgow Nova Scotia, 1949
65-30  MOTCPL [Correspondence], 1949
65-31  [Some Considerations of Re-Planning the Potteries as the Core of the North-Staffordshire Region [As well as a map and newspaper clippings], 1949
65-32  [Windsor Housing Research Materials], 1949-1950
65-33  AJAX – N.T.[Minutes, Bulletins and Reports], 1949-1956
65-34  Hearing Notes, [194?]  
65-35  Housing Survey – U of T, 1950
65-36  Community Planning in Canada: An Outline of a System of Procedures, 1950
65-37  [Research Committee Report], [circa 1950]
65-38  Oberlander [Materials on Survey Maps and Building Densities], [195-?]
65-39 Memoranda, Unchecked Preliminary Draft [Rural Planning and the County Plan], [195-?]
65-41 Townsite of Deep River, Ontario, Report to National Research Council, [195-?]
65-42 CMHC Photographs [Correspondence and Notes], 1954
65-43 [Various Pieces on Federal Housing Policy and Plans], 1954-1955
65-44 Townsite of Deep River Ont. Original Report [and Drafts], 1957
65-45 Central Mortgage and Housing Corp. [Vancouver], 1957-1960
65-49 Resources for Tomorrow Conference, 1960
65-50 HPO – Perault – Basford [Professional Correspondence], 1963-1978
65-51 Central Mortgage Housing Corporation, Planning Schools Meeting, 1965-1967

BOX 66

66-1 Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1966
66-2 Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation [Correspondence, Fellowship Program], 1967
66-3 MSVA Congratulation Letters [for Secretary of the Department of Urban Affairs], 1970
66-4 MSU Early Papers, Contract, 1970
66-5 Dr. Oberlander Ottawa Visit 18/19 [November], 1970
66-6 [Press Release on Oberlander’s Appointment as Secretary (Deputy Minister) of the Federal Ministry of State for Urban Affairs and Notes for Remarks by the Prime Minister Throne Speech Debate], 1970
66-7 National Seminar: Intergovernmental Co-Operation for Urban Development, March 12-14, 1971
66-8 MSUA Ottawa [Correspondence], 1971-1972
66-9 HPO Ottawa [Ministry of State and Urban Affairs], 1974
66-10 Robson International Village Community Cooperative, 1974
BOX 67

67-2 Environment Canada, [Minutes and Memoranda], 1996
67-3 PCO Task Force – Cities of Canada Planning, 2001
67-4 Urban Task Force [Prime Minister’s], 2001-2002
67-5 Memos (incl. Low rental [housing] brief) CPAC and Royal Commission, [n.d.]
67-7 “Principles of Small House Grouping” – Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Ottawa Canada, [n.d.]

United Nations Works and Activities Sub-Series (cont’d)

BOX 68

68-1 Education of Planners – U.N. Study, 1952-1953
68-2 Ghana [Records pertaining to Oberlander’s time in Ghana through his work with the United Nations]-1957-1961
68-3 [Records retaining to Oberlander’s work with the United Nations]-1957-1961
68-4 [Records including handwritten diary notes related to Oberland’s time in Ghana through his work with the United Nations]- 1958-1960
68-5 London [Correspondence surrounding Oberlander’s work with the United Nations]-1959
68-6 U.N. Correspondence – 1959-1960
68-7 [Materials from Seminar on the Training of Personnel from Developing Countries], 1960
68-8 Reg. Train. Ctr. UN Fellows, [UN Regional Training Centre], 1960-1962
68-10 [Newspaper clippings and correspondence related to Oberland’s time assisting Ghana through the United Nation’s Centre for Housing, Building and Planning] 1961-1962
68-11 [Draft Report on establishing a post-secondary course on planning in Ghana and related correspondence]- 1962
68-12 [untitled, Materials from UN Activities in Ghana], 1962-1963
68-13 Answer [Correspondence, United Nations Committee on Housing], 1963-1964
68-14 Villages (Africa), [Planning Maps], 1964
68-15 Peru [Planning Visit], 1964
68-16 [untitled, Galiano Study], 1969-1970
68-17 U.N. [Memorandum and Correspondence], 1972
68-19 Correspondence, 1975-1976
68-20 The International Center for Human Environment [Correspondence], 1976
68-21 Habitat I [Photographs], 1976
68-23 Delegate’s Reports [Canadian Delegation to the Twelfth Session of the UN], 1989
68-24 HPO Letters [Professional], 1990
68-25 Letters, [University of Hawaii and Manoa and Habitat ‘94 Congress], 1991, 1994
68-26 [Correspondence and notes related to a speech Oberlander gave as Special Advisor to Secretary General Habitat II]- 1995
68-27 Kaul, Inge [Director, Office of Development Studies] [Correspondence, programmes and agendas], 1996
68-28 Ghana [Correspondence to], 2000-2001
68-29 [The Guardian Article and Urban World Article] [n.d.] and 2008

Centre for Human Settlements Sub-Series (cont’d)

BOX 69

69-1 Publicity HPO 95, 1968, 1989-2000
69-2 Gulf Island Study-Carrying Capacity, 1970-1971
69-3 [untitled, Correspondence UBC Affairs, Rideau St. Convent], 1971
69-5 [Publications by Michael Seelig], 1972-1976
69-7 Habitat ’76 President’s Demo. Projects Selection Committee, 1974-1975
69-8 Habitat ’76 B.C. Demonstration Project, 1974-1975
69-9 UN Conference Urban Demonstration Programs, General Correspondence, Memos, Notes, Issues, 1974-1975 [Habitat 76]
69-10 UN Advisory Committee, Memorandum, Correspondence, Notices and More [Habitat ’76], 1974-1975
69-11 Habitat ’76 Coordinating Committee, 1974-1976
69-12 [Miscellaneous Correspondence and a draft agreement for UBC to establish an audio-visual library on Human Settlements for the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements.], [1975?]

69-13 Canadian Habitat Observer Team, 1976
69-14 CHS – Institute for Field Dynamics and Applied Mathematics [Maryland, Correspondence], 1976
69-15 XF-4 Pergamon Press Ltd. [Habitat International Materials], 1976-1978
69-17 Staff Meeting – Objectives, Centre for Human Settlements, 1977
69-18 [Notes and Clippings from Human Settlements], 1977
69-19 HPO/Munro Schmidt Mtg., September 16, 1977
69-20 [Keast vs. UBC- Materials relating to A/V for the Department of Human Settlements], 1977-1979
69-21 [Centre for Human Settlements Pamphlets], 1978-1988
69-22 HPO UBC [and Centre for Human Settlements Memoranda and Agreements], 1983
69-23 HPO Workshops etc. 1984-1995
69-25 [Drafts and Notes for Reports and Land Use in Singapore Paper], 1988-1990
69-26 US Study Tour [on] Land Use, 1989

BOX 70

70-1 Land Use China – Draft Report, 1990
70-2 Centre of Human Settlements, UBC, 1990
70-3 Report and Land Use in Singapore, 1990
70-4 China Land Use [Correspondence, Notes and Reports], 1991
70-5 China Vancouver Meeting, April 1991
70-6 [Correspondence, Certificate and Article], 1995
70-7 Challenge of the Future: The Urban Ecology of Southeast Asia and Renovation of Old City Shanghai], [n.d.]
70-8 [Materials on Land Use in China], [n.d.]
Various Professional Associations Sub-series (cont’d)

BOX 71

71-1 Architectural Research Group of Ottawa [Correspondence], 1948-1949
71-2 ARGO (Architectural Research Group of Ottawa), [Minutes, Correspondence and Notes], 1948-1949
71-3 National Planning: A Statement of the National Planning Committee of The Association for Planning Research and Action [Chicago], 1949
71-4 ASPO [American Society of Planning Officials, Correspondence and conference programs], 1949
71-5 Community Arts Council of Vancouver, 1950-1951
71-6 Community Planning Association of Canada – Vancouver, 1955-1957
71-7 Community Planning Association of Canada – Ottawa [Correspondence], 1955-1957
71-8 Exhibitions [Landscape Architecture and Street Furniture, largely correspondence], 1956
71-9 CPAC National Conference – Vancouver, 1957
71-10 Chicago Area Transportation Study, 1957
71-11 Community Planning Association of Canada – Ottawa [Correspondence], 1957-1958
71-12 Community Planning Association of Canada (Vancouver), 1957-1959
71-13 Extension Department, Community Planning [Association of Canada], 1958-1959
71-14 Community and Regional Planning Advisory Council, 1958-1959
71-15 Cummings – Tim – Cottage, Brockton Point Stanley Park, 1959
71-16 Parking Committee [UBC], 1960
71-17 Seattle Civic Center Fountain Competition, 1960-1961
71-18 Royal Architectural Institute [of Canada, Correspondence], 1961-1963
71-19 Parking and Traffic Sub-Committee, UBC, 1960
71-20 [Reports and itinerary on the 8th International Congress of The International Federation of Landscape Architects], 1962
71-21 Gelpke’s Visit [Secretary-General of the International Federation of Housing and Planning], 1962-1963
71-22 1967 Town Planning Commission Resignation Speech [and Related Materials], 1967
71-23 Assorted Correspondence, Reports, Minutes and Committee Materials, 1975-1998
71-24 International Federation For Housing and Planning [Reports, Notices, Minutes and other materials], 1976-1977
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71-25</td>
<td>Jewish Historical Society [Vancouver] [Correspondence as well as records related to the establishment of a heritage walking tour], 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-26</td>
<td>[Handwritten Memo Regarding China’s Land use Project]- December 20, 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-27</td>
<td>Berkeley [Draft and Correspondence related to the Governing Metropolitan Vancouver Report], 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-28</td>
<td>Sherbrooke Conference [Correspondence and Publicity], 1990-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-29</td>
<td>APEC/UBC/CYAP [Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation, University of British Columbia and Canada’s Year of Asia Pacific], 1996-1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-30</td>
<td>Ben G [Ben-Gurion], 1997-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-31</td>
<td>50th Anniversary Project [50 Years of Regional Planning in B.C.], 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-32</td>
<td>Roundtable Acct News Covering [Forum on Climate Change, Correspondence, Reports, Receipts], 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-33</td>
<td>Royal Architectural Institute of Canada [Fellowship], 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-34</td>
<td>Suzuki Foundation [Climate Change Reports and Correspondence], 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-35</td>
<td>Tulane [Exchange Program], 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-36</td>
<td>FOGS [Planning Program, Correspondence and Agendas], 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-37</td>
<td>Scott Lane [Monitoring the Campus and Meeting with Sylvain Boulanger], 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-38</td>
<td>CHRA Congress, Victoria B.C., April 8-10, 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UBC / University of Jerusalem Sub-series (cont’d)**

**BOX 72**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72-1</td>
<td>[Correspondence Related to Canadian Friends of Hebrew University], 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-2</td>
<td>Advisory Committee Canadian Friends of the Hebrew University [Correspondence, programmes and course outlines], 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-3</td>
<td>Arie Shachar [Correspondence], 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-4</td>
<td>Heb U/Toronto [Correspondence], 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-5</td>
<td>[Materials from Halbert Center on Canadian Studies at Hebrew University], 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-6</td>
<td>Hebrew U Jerusalem [Correspondence], 1997-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-7</td>
<td>Heb U [Hebrew University] Trip, June 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-8</td>
<td>Dr. Peter Oberlander’s Letters, Hebrew University, 1998-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-9</td>
<td>Emails/Letters, Israel Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1998-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-10</td>
<td>H. Univ. [Hebrew University, Correspondence, Newsletters, Promotional Materials], 2000-2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES

World Urban Forum Sub-series (cont’d)

BOX 73

73-1 World Urban Forum, 2006
73-2 Planning World Urban Forum, 2006
73-3 [Correspondence and reports related to establishing a pan-Canadian architecture competition in Vancouver], 2005

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES

Vancouver Community College Sub-series (cont’d)

73-4 VCC [Vancouver Community College] Opening ?, 1970
73-5 Langara [Meeting Notes and Clippings], 1974

President’s Advisory Committee on Campus Enhancement [UBC] Sub-series

73-6 PACCE [Printed Correspondence related to Oberlander’s membership in the President’s Advisory Committee on Campus Enhancement], 2000-2002

Jerusalem Committee Sub-series (cont’d)

73-7 Program Seminar on the Training for Town and Country Planning with special reference to Latin America, 1956
73-8 [Letter from the Town Planning Institute of Canada thanking Oberlander for the paper he presented to a conference in Saskatoon], 1972
73-9 Draft Statement on The Jerusalem Center for Planning and Development in Historic Cities, 197[?]
73-10 Infra Issues Lecture [Records related to a lecture Oberlander gave for the conference of the Israel Association for Canadian Studies in Jerusalem], 1993-1994
73-11 Sept 17 HCBV Meet’s [Records related to Oberlander’s participation in meetings with the Canadian Advisory Committee of the Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem], 1996 – 1997
BOX 74

Liberal Party Campaign Sub-series

74-1 Campaign Notes, Newsletters and North Fraser Harbor Commissioner Materials, 1973-1974
74-2 [Election Campaign for Vancouver South and Recommendation Letters], 1974
74-3 Peter Oberlander [Election Candidate Materials], 1974
74-4 [Election Related Clippings and Publicity Materials], 1974

Langara Applied Planning Assistant Program Sub-series (cont’d)

74-5 Langara – Applied Planning Program, 2000-2002
Banff, Alberta Planning and Development Sub-series

74-6 Sketch Plan Banff Townsite Banff National Park Alberta [Map with annotations]- 1959

74-7 1968 Winter Olympics Sites Study Questionnaire – Garibaldi Development Association, February 6, 1961

74-8 Final Final [Handwritten notes and drafts of Oberlander’s report on urban development in Banff]- [between 1960 and 1962]

74-9 [Newspaper clipping of responses to Oberlander’s report on urban development in Banff]- 1962

74-10 [Miscellaneous telegraphs surrounding Banff and Jasper Park projects]- 1963
74-11 [Draft Report, notes and photograph arguing Banff, Alberta should host the Winter Olympics], [1968?]

74-12 [Press Summary-Urban Development Plan, Banff]- 196[?]

BOX 75

DA Architects and Planners Sub-Series

75-1 [Downs/Archambault] Correspondence/Promotion, September 1989-1990
75-2 D/A [Downs/Archambault and Partners Architects] + HPO, [circa 1989]
75-3 Correspondence, July 1990 – July 1991
75-4 Downs/Archambault and Partners Portfolio, [n.d.]

Thompson, Berwick, Pratt and Partners Sub-series (cont’d)

75-5 The 75th Anniversary of Thompson, Berwick, Pratt and Partners, December 2, 1983
Harry Seidler Sub Series (cont’d)


Community Planning Consultants Ltd. Sub-series (cont’d)

BOX 76

76-1    Manual Draft Sheets [Community Planning], 1950
76-2    A Preliminary Report on the Planning Standards for Salt Lake City, June 1957
76-3    Kelowna [Boundary Extension], 1960
76-5    Feasibility Study of Development of Squamish Valley by Oberlander and R.J. Cave- Community Planning Consultants Ltd., [n.d.]

Provincial and GVRD Government Works and Activities Sub-series (cont’d)

76-6    Local Gov. Bill [Community Planning Association and Committee Notes and Memoranda], 1949
76-7    CPAC Hamilton – Southern Ontario Citizens Conference, 1950
76-8    Universities: Dalhousie, Toronto, UBC and Careton [Survey], [circa 1950]
76-9    [Materials on House Numbering, Rural Areas], 1950-1951
76-10   Lower Mainland Board, [Minutes, Memorandum, Bylaws, Speeches and Correspondence], 1950-1951
76-11   [Planning Proposals, Minutes, and Financial Statements Related to Roadside Control], 1951
76-12   [Miscellaneous Vancouver Planning Materials], 1951 and [n.d.]
76-13   Newspaper Clippings [City Planning Related], 1951
76-14   Maple Ridge, Haney B.C., Community Planning Study, 1952
76-15   Town Planning and Zoning Procedure and Small House Design Issues, 1952
76-16   [West Vancouver Planning – Notes and Map], [circa 1953]
76-17   “Existing Industries” - 1954
76-18   Richmond Municipality [Development and Planning Materials], 1956
76-19   Mrs. Avey, Richmond BC Turf and Country Club [Briefs, Maps, and Technical Drawings], 1956
76-20   Group ‘58 [Correspondence, Clippings, Memorandum, and Pamphlets], 1956-1957
76-21  Squamish [Clippings, Correspondence and Telegrams], 1957
76-22  Kelowna [Planning Related Correspondence], [1956-1957]
76-23  First Speech to D.B.A. on “Project 58”, Tuesday, February 12, 1957
76-24  [West Vancouver Bylaw Materials], [196?]
76-25  IGS Berkeley/ UC [Correspondence on GVRD Article], 1997-1998
76-26  [West Vancouver Business Survey and Other Survey Form], [n.d.]
76-27  Minutes HPO, Residential Neighborhood Handbook, [n.d.]

LECTURES, CONFERENCES AND WRITINGS SERIES (cont’d)

BOX 77

Various Lectures, Conferences and Writings Sub-Series

77-1  ARQ La Revue D’Architecture, Article by Oberlander, April 1997

PHOTOGRAPH SERIES (cont’d)

77-2  Photographs [Portrait of Oberlander and various shots of Oberlander with two unidentified men and an unidentified woman], [197-?, 198-?]

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SERIES (cont’d)

Professional Works and Activities Collected by Dr. H. Peter Oberlander (cont’d)

77-3  Scrapbook [Newspaper Clippings and Photographs related to Oberlander’s Professional Career, Bound], 1950-1962 - need 33 x 31 cm box (13x19 in)